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Authors response to Anonymous Referee #1 

 

Major comments: 

 

1. (Comment) This paper describes an attempt by the authors to use gamma function fitted using cloud 5 

macro- and microphysical observations to analyze microphysical growing path and particle size distribu-

tion evolution within deep convective clouds. The data used in this study are from ACRIDICON-CHUVA 

field campaign over Amazon, primarily six flights focusing on cloud microphysics measurements over 

regions with different aerosol background profiles. The findings of cloud properties under different envi-

ronments appear to be very interesting.  However, the method in using gamma function to interpret cloud 10 

microphysical growing path contains serious issues. 

 

1. (Answer) We would like to thank Anonymous Referee #1 for the invaluable comments. Please find in 

this document the detailed answers to your concerns. 

 15 

2. (Comment) The description of the closure of gamma function was firstly given by Eq. (2) - (4), where 

the closure variables were the zeroth, second, and third moment. The three undetermined parameters of 

gamma function would be defined by these moments. However, the actual closure variables, as described 

in Eq. (6) – (8) are liquid water content, cloud droplet number concentration, and effective droplet diam-

eter. The former two were equivalent to the third and zeroth moment, respectively, while the effective 20 

droplet diameter was mostly equivalent to the first moment. To the least, these two descriptions are re-

dundant. In fact, in many places of the paper including the Concluding remarks, the authors were still 

referred to the second moment. Indeed, the procedure of fitting gamma function with observations was 

never clearly described. 

 25 

2. (Answer) The third paragraph and Equations (2) – (4) explain the methodology adopted to obtain the 

Gamma parameters. It is a relatively simple process and the method of moments has been extensively 
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studied in the literature. From the Gamma parameters obtained with this methodology, we are able to 

calculate any DSD property of interest - note that the Gamma parameters fully define the respective 

Gamma DSD. In this study, we were interested in analyzing (among other things) the parameters given 

in Equations (6) – (9). Those are not closure parameters to obtain the Gamma DSD, instead are properties 

we obtain from them. Because we use moments of order 0, 2, and 3, Nd, LWC, and Deff obtained from the 5 

Gamma parameters will exactly match the observations. The relative dispersion, on the other hand, have 

dependency on the first moments and will be slightly different. However, as explained in the text after 

Equations (6) – (9), this parameters is still well represented by the Gamma fit used here. 

 

 3. (Comment) The most serious flaw of the proposed method exists in the procedure to interpret micro-10 

physics in the phase space of size distribution function. For a given air parcel, the ternary group of closure 

variables (mostly moments in different order) and undetermined parameters are bonded by mass conser-

vation applied to the prognostic procedure of the former group, this defines the unique solution of both 

groups through the evolution of the air parcel, and they change accordingly due to the variations of the 

closure variables induced by dynamical and microphysical processes. Note also that the closure variables 15 

must be conservative ones with well-defined sink and source besides advection and mixing terms. When 

fitting gamma function with multiple observations, however, one should realize that these observations 

are multiple snapshots likely represent different air mass origin either unmixed or mixed, therefore, they 

mostly reflect different ternary groups of the closure variables and hence their paths in the phase space 

are irrelevant microphysically speaking unless a strong isentropic assumption (at least for any given hor-20 

izontal plane) is made. This is why even in analyzing Eulerian modeling results, modelers usually derive 

microphysical and size distribution evolution within a parcel framework (can be conveniently derived 

from Eulerian grid parameters though), e.g., the “Twomey model”. Only within such a framework does 

the analysis of size distribution evolution become meaningful. 

 25 

3. (Answer) We understand your concern because we are not strictly using a Lagrangian measurement 

setup (which is not possible using airplanes). As there is no way to follow specific air parcels with aircraft 

measurements, we had to steer our analysis to get as close as possible to the cloud evolution. Firstly, the 
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flight patterns were specifically chosen as to measure growing convective clouds at their tops. Therefore, 

in each vertical step of the aircraft, we probed clouds that were “older” than the clouds probed on the last 

step (vertical steps were in ascending order). Additionally, the Gamma phase-space trajectories are only 

calculated for w > 0 m s-1, making sure we only capture the growing part of the convective elements. The 

flight strategy is now clarified in Section 2.1, where we added the following sentence (second paragraph): 5 

“The latter step was deployed as follows. After the cloud base penetration, the aircraft performed several 

penetrations in vertical steps of several hundred meters. In each step, the aircraft penetrated the cloud tops 

available, thus avoiding precipitation from above. In this way, different clouds can be penetrated in the 

same altitude level and the vertical steps followed the growing cumuli field overall”. This procedure was 

performed to allow interpreting the data (only w>0) as quasi-Lagrangian trajectories of the cloud parcels. 10 

We also performed simple calculations with the help of a Lagrangian parcel model. For details of the 

runs, please refer to our answers to Anonymous Referee #2 (item 2). Overall, the model calculations show 

that the condensation and collision-coalescence pseudo-forces act in similar directions to what we show 

in Figure 3. Therefore, we not only provide further justifications for Figure 3, but also show that the 

trajectories in Figures 5-8 can also be explained by the physical processes in the Lagrangian model. Of 15 

course, the Lagrangian model we chose is relatively simple given that it does not consider advection or 

turbulent mixing. On the other hand, it is capable of isolating the effects of condensation and collision-

coalescence growth on the DSDs (bin microphysics) and, therefore, on the trajectories in the Gamma 

phase-space. The fact that we observed similarities between the Lagrangian trajectories and the observed 

ones is a strong argument in favor of our approach. 20 

 

4. (Comment) By the way, many comments made by the authors are not accurate. For example, in the 

Abstract, the opening statement seems attempting to link our lack of understanding of the “tropical 

clouds” solely to the model representation issue of certain physical processes. The statement of “there is 

almost no study dedicated to understanding the phase space of this function…” is not accurate too. The 25 

properties of Gamma function along with many other probability distributions have been well studied and 

documented in statistics and applied mathematics literature. In the cloud physics and modeling field, the 
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evolution of conservative moments (mostly in the format of LWC, number concentration, and spectral 

disperse) have never been a rare topic in various mostly modeling studies. 

The observations are invaluable for further our understanding of cloud physics and for evaluating models. 

Applying derivatives of these data, however, warrens special cautiousness. 

 5 

4. (Answer) Yes, we agree that the phrasing regarding tropical clouds and their representation in models 

was not appropriate. The intended meaning is that, because of our lack of knowledge of tropical clouds, 

we still can’t reproduce them adequately in models. We changed the first sentence in the Abstract to be: 

“The behavior of tropical clouds remains a major open scientific question, resulting in poor representation 

by models”. 10 

We also updated the Gamma function reference in the Abstract to: “However, even though the statistical 

characteristics of the Gamma parameters have been widely studied, there is almost no study dedicated to 

understanding the phase space of this function and the associated physics. This phase space can be defined 

by the three parameters that define the DSD intercept, shape, and curvature…”. 

Authors response to Anonymous Referee #2 15 

Major comments: 

 

1. (Comment) This manuscript introduces a technique for describing cloud processes using the drop size 

distribution gamma fit coefficients, and the trajectory of these coefficients in three-dimensional space. 

Comparisons within this phase space are made among clouds with different environmental conditions and 20 

linked to various cloud processes. While the manuscript is well written, I think some aspects of the paper 

need further work. 

 

1. (Answer) We thank Anonymous Referee #2 for the invaluable comments. Please find in this document 

the detailed responses to your concerns. 25 
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2. (Comment) First, the physical insights that are provided are not closely linked to the coefficients them-

selves, and instead are reworked into pseudo-forces related to condensation and collision processes. How-

ever, the method used to decompose the trajectories into these pseudo forces is not clearly described, and 

as a result I find it difficult to accept many of the explanations behind the patterns in the data. 

 5 

2. (Answer) Indeed, the pseudo-forces presented are somewhat loosely defined, which is one of the main 

reasons why we use “Illustration of microphysical processes…” in the title. The use of the Gamma phase 

space as an entity is new to the microphysical studies and we do not aim to cover all its aspects in this 

first introduction. We are already working in a new study focusing only on cloud modeling to extract the 

pseudo-forces definition and to show how this approach can be useful for microphysical modeling. In this 10 

study, our main interest is to show that we can study patterns in this space and that it can be useful to the 

tools already implemented in models (or remote sensing applications) and to develop new ones. 

That said, we followed your suggestion and dedicated efforts to better define and quantify the pseudo-

forces properties. We identified that the ideal tool to address this issue would be a relatively simple model 

that solves the condensation and collision-coalescence growth using the bin approach instead of the bulk. 15 

A model that fits those requirements is described in Feingold et al. (1999) – item “c” in section 3, where 

we run only two parcels and not a bigger ensemble. This is a parcel model that treats the DSDs in 35 

mass-doubling bins from 3.5 µm up to ~9 mm in diameter. The processes solved by the model are: 1) 

CCN activation, considered to be composed of ammonium sulfate; 2) growth by condensation; 3) growth 

by collision-coalescence and 4) effects of giant CCN on the DSD evolution (we turn this process off for 20 

the purposes of this review). Other processes such as aqueous chemistry, complex aerosol composition, 

trace gases and radiation (and the effects of those processes on the DSDs) are not treated. Additionally, 

by being a parcel model, it does not consider turbulent mixing and sedimentation from above. 

The characteristics of the model make it suitable to simulate the effects of condensation and collision-

coalescence growth in the DSDs, which we can use to show the related patterns in the Gamma phase-25 

space. We tried to produce results based on the conditions measured during flight AC09 (now RA1), 

where we used the following parameters as input: 1) mean aerosol diameter Dg = 1.55 µm, with standard 

deviation of 2.2 for the lognormal function of the aerosols; 2) pressure at cloud base of 890 hPa; and 3) 
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temperature at cloud base of 20.85 °C. The vertical speed was fixed at 0.5 m s-1 as we wanted to minimize 

the effect of new droplet formation in the DSD shape. Under those conditions, we ran the model twice: 

one run with only condensational growth (CG run) and one with both condensation and collision-coales-

cence growth (C2G run). Both runs produced the exact same DSDs in the lower parts of the cloud where 

the condensation dominates, but differed significantly when the collision-coalescence became active 5 

(around 1200 m, where cloud base is at 0 m). When the collision-coalescence process activates, Deff ≈ 25 

µm and the condensational growth is much less effective. Therefore, it was possible to isolate both pro-

cesses. Because there is no turbulent mixing or dilution with dry air, the droplet growth with altitude is 

much more pronounced in the model compared to our measurements during AC09. For this reason, we 

do not limit the Gamma fit to D < 50 µm as in the paper. Otherwise, it would be difficult to capture the 10 

effects of the collision-coalescence process – droplets grow relatively quickly beyond the 50 µm mark. 

We fitted Gamma DSDs (using the same moments of order zero, two, and three as in the paper) to the 

model outputs every 20 seconds. Therefore, each point in the Gamma phase space represents the instan-

taneous DSD measured every 20 seconds. The results are shown in the following three figures. 

Figure R1 shows the Gamma phase space for both runs, where “*” markers are related to CG run and 15 

squares to C2G. The arrows represent the displacement vector every 20 seconds, which is related to the 

respective pseudo-force (colors represent altitude above cloud base in m). Note that in the first 500 m the 

Gamma points are the same for both runs. This layer is defined by condensational growth alone and we 

observe a “zig-zag” pattern in the Gamma phase-space. When the trajectory is upwards in the “zig-zag”, 

they are similar to what we observed in the paper – that is, growing µ and Λ (and shrinking N0) along 20 

with the condensational growth. On the other hand, the model results also show a downward (in the 

Gamma space) trend during condensational growth. We noted that when the trajectory is downwards, the 

Gamma fit does not represent the DSD width correctly. At those points, the fixed bins between 10 µm 

and 15 µm present fast-growing concentrations (when the droplets grow sufficiently to transition from 

the lower bins) that disproportionately affects the Gamma DSD width. In the downward pattern, the 25 

Gamma DSD relative dispersion can be up to 150% higher than the binned DSD. When the process sta-
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bilizes, the trajectory returns to the upward trend and the Gamma and binned DSD widths get progres-

sively closer (~20% to ~50% difference). Based in those results we can conclude that the condensational 

growth in the model produces trajectories in similar directions to what we observed in the paper. 

 

 5 

Figure R1: Gamma phase-space for both CG and C2G runs. The “*” markers are relative to the CG run, 

while squares represent the C2G run. Arrows represent the displacement vector between each 20-s point, 

which is related to the respective pseudo-force. Colors represent altitude above cloud base in m. 

 

Figure R2 shows the same points of Figure R1, but colored according to Deff. Additionally, we show lines 10 

of constant Deff along a surface (not shown) of Nd = 250 cm-3 similarly to Figure 10 in the paper. The 

lines start at 5 µm in the top and grow in 5 µm intervals up to 50 µm in the bottom line. When comparing 

the trajectories with the Deff lines, it is possible to see where the droplets are growing faster. For instance, 
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the condensational growth close to cloud base is very effective (because the droplets are smaller) and the 

trajectory tend to cross the Deff lines. However, when droplets reach Deff ≈ 25 µm, the trajectories get 

almost parallel to the lines, showing slower growth. On the other hand, the collisional growth accelerates 

with increasing Deff. This is expected from theory, but it is interesting to quantify its effects on the spher-

ical coordinates of the displacement vectors – Figure R3. 5 

 

Figure R2: similar to Figure R1, but colored according to Deff. The lines shown are lines of constant Deff 

along a surface of Nd = 250 cm-3 as in Figure 10 in the paper, going from 5 µm (top line) to 50 µm (bottom 

line) – 5 µm intervals. 

 10 

Figure R3 shows the spherical coordinates of the vectors in Figures R1 and R2. θ is the azimuth angle 

measured in the plane log(N0) x log(µ), being 0 at the log(N0) axis and growing counter-clockwise. φ is 

the elevation angle, measured from the plane log(N0) x log(µ) to the log(Λ) axis. The size of the vectors 
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is measured by r. In Figure R3 we excluded the points in the downward part of the “zig-zag” mentioned 

above. Non-filled circles in Figure R3 represent condensational growth alone, while filled markers repre-

sent collision-coalescence (colors are altitude above cloud base in m). It is possible to note that the ele-

vation angle φ is slightly positive for the condensational growth, decaying with Deff. The average value 

of this angle is 0.26 °. It has small values mainly because of the bigger values of log(N0) as compared to 5 

log(Λ). Nonetheless, the most important feature is its sign transition from condensational to collisional 

growth. On the latter, the angle seems to grow linearly with Deff (except for the last point) as the process 

intensifies – averaged value of -4.23 °. Overall, this angle is related to the DSD curvature trend – positive 

when the curvature is shrinking (condensational growth) and negative when the curvature is increasing 

(collisional growth). 10 

The azimuth angle θ defines how N0 and µ evolve along the trajectory. For the condensational growth, 

this angle averages 179.6 °, meaning growing log(µ) and shrinking log(N0). On the other hand, this angle 

averages -13.7 ° for collisional growth and results in the opposite trend for the parameters. Both observa-

tions are in line with what we observed in the paper – now there is at least some quantification of the 

angles. Note that the angles most likely have different values in our observations given the differences in 15 

the values of the Gamma parameters. However, their sign, and therefore the direction of the motion in the 

space, is the same between our model calculations and the observations shown in the paper. Finally, we 

can note that r tends to decrease as the condensation rates decay, but it does not increase as the collisional 

growth intensifies. However, the acceleration of the collisional growth is reflected in φ and θ – both 

decrease, resulting in a trajectory that crosses the Deff lines in Figure R2. 20 

Overall, the modeling results presented here clearly indicate that the patterns observed in the Gamma 

phase space in the paper are indeed related to the condensation and collision-coalescence processes. The 

relation between both processes and the evolution of the Gamma parameters are consistent between the 

Lagrangian simulation and the observations. The natural next step would be to calculate the speeds and 

accelerations (and therefore the actual pseudo-forces), but this will not be addressed in this introduction 25 

paper. The actual implementation of the concepts presented here would need further work that is beyond 

the scope of the present study. A study is underway using different parametrizations, aerosol properties 

and environmental properties. 
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We added three new paragraphs to Section 2.3 commenting on the Lagrangian model results and detailed 

it a little more in the supplement (with the figures/text shown here for the readers). 

 

Figure R3: spherical coordinates of the displacement vectors shown in Figures R1 and R2. θ is the azi-

muth angle in the log(N0) x log(µ) plane, growing counter-clockwise (is 0 at the log(N0) axis). φ is the 5 

elevation angle from the log(N0) x log(µ) towards the log(Λ) axis and r is the size of the vectors. The 

colors represent altitude above cloud base in m. 

 

3. (Comment) Secondly, gamma functions often provide good mathematical fits to drop size distribu-

tions, but attempting to understand cloud processes using the fit coefficients is fraught with difficulty, 10 

which I don’t think is addressed sufficiently in this manuscript. Gamma function coefficients can vary 
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substantially depending on the fit method used, the size range over which the fit is made, and the suita-

bility of the underlying size distribution shape to be fit with a gamma. Many of these issues were ad-

dressed in the recent publication by McFarquhar et al. (JAS 2014). Using different fitting methods they 

found that the N0 coefficient, for example, can vary by many orders of magnitude, even when the same 

moments (1, 2, and 6) are used to make the fit. Using a different set of moments, like the 0th, 2nd, and 5 

3rd used in this manuscript would likely result in even larger changes. Furthermore, the coefficients N0 

and mu are inextricably linked, with N0 having the units of mˆ(-4-mu). So as mu changes, N0 will respond 

mathematically, even though such a change may not represent a physical process. 

 

3. (Answer) The Gamma function and its parameters are indeed complex to use in practical applications. 10 

Additionally, the N0, µ, and Λ parameters can sometimes seem as abstract numbers that are mathemati-

cally loosely defined. In other words, those parameters can have extreme behaviors depending on the way 

you choose to calculate them. However, their values and, perhaps most importantly, their interdependence 

is singular in each methodology. For instance, we could have different values for the Gamma parameters 

shown in the paper and the spherical coordinates shown in Figure R3 if we were to use, say, moments 3, 15 

4, and 6 for the fit. If we were to compare between the two methodologies, it wouldn’t be a fair comparison 

because their internal functioning (i.e. their parameter space) is different. Fits that use higher-order mo-

ments have stronger weights for bigger droplets, affecting the parameters values and their phase space. 

What we can do is to fix in a particular methodology and make the pattern analysis inside its particular 

phase space. We specifically chose to use moments 0, 2, and 3 in order to obtain a parameter space that 20 

is similar to what a bulk model should be able to reproduce. With regards to the moment method, we 

believe this is the best approach given that it precisely reproduces at least 2 moments predicted by bulk 

models (e.g. droplet number concentration and liquid water mixing ratio). 

When the methodology is fixed, it doesn’t really matter if, for instance, N0 covers several orders of mag-

nitude. In our modeling calculations N0 went from ~10-150 to ~101, but all those values are inside the phase 25 

space and can be expected when the DSDs fit certain criteria. We noted that N0 reach such low values for 

narrower DSDs, like the ones that appear after long periods of (exclusively) condensational growth. 

Therefore, the theoretical phase space allows for such wide variability. The observations, on the other 
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hand, will of course cover a much more limited volume in the phase space. The idea is that both theoretical 

and observed phase spaces operate under the same underlying “laws” – at least considering only conden-

sation and collision-coalescence growth, the model should be expanded to encompass other processes. 

Regarding the linkage between N0 and µ: as you correctly pointed out, those parameters are mathemati-

cally linked by definition. In fact, all three parameters are correlated in one way or another. When you go 5 

back to the equations used to obtain the parameters, this is very clear: first you obtain µ as a function of 

a dimensionless ratio between the moments, then you obtain Λ from µ, and finally N0 from both of them. 

The relation between the Gamma parameters, modulated by the three moments, is a key aspect that gen-

erates the trajectories observed. If the parameters were completely independent, there wouldn’t be trajec-

tories in the phase space. There would probably be “clusters” of points for various types of DSDs. Our 10 

methodology aims to take advantage of this relationship in order to help on pattern recognition. It follows 

that the phase space is non-orthogonal, where it can “shrink” or “inflate” depending on the region of 

analysis. This is possibly one of the difficulties in applying this method to models, because the mathematic 

deductions are not straightforward. However, the ability to describe the microphysical evolution in this 

space opens new possibilities for DSD modeling, potentially improving subsequent calculations such as 15 

evaporation, sedimentation, etc. 

I understand that the relationship between µ and N0 is mathematical, but I would like to point out that it 

also makes physical sense. Take Equation 9 from the paper: 

𝜀 =
𝜎

𝐷𝑔
=

1

√𝜇 + 1
 

This equation states that the relative dispersion (or DSD width) can be calculated directly from µ. When 20 

µ increases, the DSD gets narrower. In that case, the left tail of the DSD gets closer to the maximum 

concentration diameter. Therefore, the intercept has to be lower and N0 also shrinks. If you consider 

condensational growth, the situation is the same – see figures here and in the paper. Therefore, the linkage 

between N0 and µ also have association to physical processes. When we look at the collision-coalescence 

growth, the opposite happens - µ decreases causing N0 to increase. 25 
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4. (Comment) A more effective method may be to plot the moments themselves in 3D space rather than 

first fitting them to a gamma function. The moments are more easily linked to known microphysical 

processes, and if they are computed directly from the distributions do not suffer from the complications 

of poor fitting. The moments can always be computed from modeled DSDs as well, which would the 

avoid the further complications introduced when models use restricted gamma parameter spaces. At the 5 

very least, I think the authors should investigate the sensitivity of the observed phase-space patterns to 

different gamma fitting methods, and more clearly identify the source and interpretation of the F_cd and 

F_cl pseudo-forces. 

 

4. (Answer) We believe that plotting the moments in a 3D space would be very similar to plotting the 10 

Gamma parameters. The moments are also not independent, thus resulting in a similar non-orthogonal 

space. However, the linkage between the moments-space and the underlying DSD is non-trivial. You 

would need to apply transformations to obtain the respective DSDs. Therefore, we believe the Gamma 

phase-space is more suitable in order to be portable for other applications. Also, as commented above, 

some calculations explicitly need the DSD parameters. 15 

Regarding other methods to fit the DSDs, we tested a new fit based on moments of order 3, 4, and 6 

(M346). Here we reproduce Figures R1-3 with this new approach (Figures R4-6). For this case, we had 

to limit the fittings to D < 150 µm because of the stronger weight to bigger droplets that caused negative 

values of µ. Note that the patterns in the phase-space are very similar to the previous case (M023). Aver-

aged values for θ and φ are 179.5 ° and 0.35 ° for condensation and -19.4 ° and -4.0 ° for collision-20 

coalescence, respectively. 
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Figure R4: same as Figure R1, but for M346. 
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Figure R5: same as Figure R2, but for M346. 
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Figure R6: same as Figure R3, but for M346. 

 

 

Specific comments: 5 

 

1. (Comment) Section 2.2: How were DSD shapes that are not well fit by a gamma function handled in 

the analysis (e.g. bimodal or skewed distributions)? 

 

1. (Answer) No special routine was applied to bimodal or skewed distributions. The idea is to produce 10 

the phase-space of the observations as is (except for the filter to remove residual DSDs) within the limi-

tations of the Gamma fit. 
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2. (Comment) Section 2.3: The introduction of the F_cd and F_cl pseudo-forces seem incomplete and 

leaves many unanswered question, such as: How were they determined, i.e. can they be presented math-

ematically? Do they completely describe the total force F? Are they orthogonal, if not, in which direction 

in the phase space does each force point? 5 

 

2. (Answer) Please refer to our answer to your major comments and the new paragraphs in Section 2.3. 

 

3. (Comment) Figures 3,5,6,7, and 8: It is difficult to determine where the lines and points are in 3-D 

space. A projection of the fit lines onto the X, Y, and Z planes would greatly help with the visualization. 10 

 

3. (Answer) We left Figure 3 as is for simplicity, but added the requested projections to the other figures. 

 

4. (Comment) Section 2.3: Given the sensitivity of N0 to the mu parameter, the speculations regarding 

N_0 would be much more convincing if N_d (or 0th moment) were used instead. 15 

 

4. (Answer) Our affirmations about N0 were not speculations, but based on our measurements – note that 

the trajectories shown in Figures 5-8 point out to the patterns commented in Section 2.3. The new model 

calculations also corroborate our affirmations. 

 20 

5. (Comment) Section 3.2: The manuscript states that measurements were taken ’close to cloud top’, but 

more information is needed about the placement of the measurements in the cloud. Was the aircraft mak-

ing multiple passes to a fixed location, or attempting to intercept the same visual position in the cloud on 

mulitple passes? How long did the aircraft pattern take relative to the lifetime of the cloud, and at what 

point the life cycle of the cloud were the measurements taken? 25 

 

5. (Answer) We added the following sentences to Section 2.1 to clarify the flight strategy: “The latter 

step was deployed as follows. After the cloud base penetration, the aircraft performed several penetrations 
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in vertical steps of several hundred meters. In each step, the aircraft penetrated the cloud tops available, 

thus avoiding precipitation from above. In this way, different clouds can be penetrated in the same altitude 

level, but the vertical steps followed the growing cumuli field overall”. 

 

6. (Comment) Section 3.3: How were the clean and polluted clouds determined? Were the flight patterns 5 

and environmental conditions for each of these clouds comparable? 

 

6. (Answer) The clean and polluted clouds were determined based on the measurements shown in Table 

1 – i.e. the aerosol concentrations. All flight patterns followed the steps we described in Section 2.1 and 

we also show them in the map in Figure 1. The environmental conditions are discussed in Figure 4 and 10 

Table 1. 

 

Authors response to Anonymous Referee #3 

Major comments: 

 15 

(Comment) This paper uses fits of measured cloud droplet size distributions (DSDs) in gamma phase 

space to investigate warm-phase microphysical cloud properties and the role of “pseudo-forces” in affect-

ing the evolution of the gamma parameters and the DSDs. Overall, I found the description of a unique set 

of data interesting and formative, and hence believe that the paper is worthy of publication. However, 

there are some issues that should be addressed in order to improve the presentation before the paper is 20 

published as discussed below. 

 

(Answer) We would like to thank Anonymous Referee #3 for the invaluable comments. Below we ad-

dress them individually as best we can. 

 25 

1. (Comment) The authors segregate the flights that are flown into the different regions of the Amazon 

where they are flown. Although changes in surface conditions are no doubt important for affecting the 
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cloud properties, meteorological conditions can also have an important impact on cloud properties. Some 

comments about this should be added to the manuscript and some analysis of the meteorology on the 

different days should be added to see if such differences can also explain some of the variation in cloud 

properties. I think attributing much of the changes to aerosols is not fully justified until the meteorological 

context is further explored. 5 

 

1. (Answer) The meteorological context is clearly determinant for cloud formation over the Amazon or 

over any other region. We address this issue in two steps in the paper. Firstly, we show satellite images 

in Figure 2, clearly indicating the predominance of cumuli fields for all flights chosen. Flight AC07 de-

viates a little from this pattern, where deeper convection was observed. However, the aircraft pilot usually 10 

avoided penetrating deeper convection for safety reasons (at least in the lower levels). Therefore, even if 

there was deeper convection in the region, the aircraft actually penetrated the growing convective ele-

ments around it. Additionally, we show temperature and humidity profiles in Figure 4. Those profiles 

show that, even though the cumuli fields are relatively similar, there are some thermodynamic differences. 

Clouds over the Southern Amazon were subject to drier and warmer air, justifying their higher cloud base 15 

altitude. We do not believe that those differences would significantly impact the characteristics of the 

warm-phase DSDs. They may impact the overall lifecycle of the clouds and precipitation, but the micro-

physics in the lower parts of the clouds likely depend on factors such as updraft speed and, most im-

portantly, aerosol concentration and size distribution. The effects of thermodynamics and aerosol proper-

ties on cloud microphysics were studied in a precedent paper (same special issues - 20 

https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-17-10037-2017). 

 

2. (Comment) I was a bit surprised on page 6 where the authors described that they were focusing on the 

CDP measurements where D < 50 micrometers. It would seem to me to be quite important to also examine 

the drizzle sized drops measured by the CIP, as when drizzle was present it would seem to be very im-25 

portant to account for that in the analysis. How are flights handled when there was some precipitation-

sized drops? Were these larger drops incorporated into the analysis of simply ignored? Further, for Eq. 

https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-17-10037-2017
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(2) to Eq. (4) should the incomplete gamma function rather than the gamma function be used to account 

for the fact that not the complete size range of particles were measured? 

 

2. (Answer) In this study, we are really interested in analyzing cloud droplet physics rather than driz-

zle/precipitation physics. Those are rather different. For instance, the condensational pseudo force is 5 

mostly insignificant for precipitation-sized liquid droplets. We indeed removed the drizzle/precipitation 

droplets from CIP for the Gamma fit, similarly to what models do. Models separate cloud and precipita-

tion DSDs, that can be combined if need be. Another reason is that droplets with D > 50 µm were rela-

tively infrequent in our measurements. In the warm phase, T > 0 °C, the number of data with LWCD>50 > 

0.1 g m-3 is only 8% of the cases where LWCD<50 > 0.1 g m-3 (i.e. only a small portion of the data contained 10 

significant amounts of drizzle/precipitation). We added the following sentences to the second paragraph 

in Section 2.2: “The intent is to focus on cloud droplet growth processes and bringing the analysis closer 

to modeling scenarios. Additionally, the percentage of data with significant liquid water content (LWC) 

for D > 50 µm is relatively small. The number of data with LWCD>50 > 0.1 g m-3 is only 8% of the number 

of DSDs with LWCD<50 > 0.1 g m -3”. 15 

Regarding the incomplete Gamma function, we reproduce our answer #4 for Anonymous Referee #4: 

“While we agree that the incomplete Gamma distribution would fit better the measurements, its use would 

result in other issues. As one of the main interests of the paper is to study the theoretical Gamma phase-

space and its applicability to cloud modeling in the future, the use of the incomplete Gamma would not 

be ideal. In a modeling scenario, you don’t have the observed DSD and therefore have no way of finding 20 

the truncation diameters. Additionally, the use of the incomplete Gamma distribution might add artificial 

patterns to the phase-space that are due to the truncation and not to physical processes”. 

 

3. (Comment) I think some more comments on the quality of the microphysical measurements are 

needed. How did the CAS and CDP probes compare? What are the estimated uncertainties in the size 25 

distributions? How did the LWC integrated from the CAS or CDP compare with bulk measurements from 

a hot-wire probe, which I am assuming were made. I am assuming that fits were only done to the liquid 
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distributions, or do you use all the distributions? This should be clearly stated when discussing the phase 

partitioning at the bottom of page 8. 

 

3. (Answer) The instruments uncertainty, as well as their inter-comparison, is thoroughly analyzed in 

Braga et al. (2017) – same special issue (ACRIDICON-CHUVA). We updated the text with this reference 5 

(see second paragraph in Section 2.2). The fits were made to all measurements, irrespective of the NIXE-

CAPS classification. However, this should not result in problems for our analysis given that the focus of 

the fits was primarily in the warm phase. Note that we do not draw any conclusions regarding the fits for 

regions above the transition between warm and mixed layers. We added the following sentence at the end 

on the NIXE-CAPS paragraph in page 8 to reflect this comment: “The NIXE-CAPS classification is a 10 

separate analysis and will not be considered as a filter to apply the Gamma fits to the CDP measurements. 

The CDP data fits are primarily focused on the warm phase and the transition to the mixed layer, where 

liquid droplets predominate”. 

 

4. (Comment) The implicit basis of the analysis presented in the Gamma phase space is that one is dealing 15 

with a Lagrangian case. But, inevitably, with any sort of microphysical measurements different samples 

of particle populations are being sampled. Further, there can be mixing and dynamic motions in clouds 

that would affect how the DSDs vary in the gamma phase space. Is there any way of representing these 

mixing processes on the diagram? I also think the action of the pseudo-forces and the impact of conden-

sational growth and collision-coalescence could be better illustrated on the diagram. Can you show an 20 

example size distribution (it can be a theoretical rather than observed distribution if it is easier) and show 

how the size distribution would change due to simple model calculations of either condensational or col-

lision-coalescence growth. Then, illustrate the location of all 3 DSDs (original, one undergoing conden-

sational growth, and one undergoing collision-coalescence growth) on the gamma phase space and it will 

be easier for the reader to appreciate how these forces are represented on the diagram. Such simple theo-25 

retical/modeling calculations may also help you assess how the DSD characteristics are being affect by 

homogeneous/inhomogeneous mixing (discussion at top of page 12). 
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4. (Answer) As you correctly pointed out, it is impossible to produce Lagrangian trajectories based on 

aircraft microphysical measurements. Therefore, we have to make some assumptions to constrain our 

method. The flight patterns were specifically chosen in order to follow growing convective elements, 

where the aircraft penetrated the tops of the clouds. In this way, we both avoided precipitation from above 

and also tightened the relationship between the altitude of the measurements and the lifecycle of the 5 

clouds. We do not presume to claim that this guarantees that our trajectories are Lagrangian. In fact, when 

it comes to the observations, we never mention it. We just use the altitude of the measurements as a proxy 

for cloud evolution, meaning that higher measurements present “older” droplets. We believe this is rather 

reasonable and is also common place in microphysical studies. The confusion might come from the way 

we described the theory of the Gamma phase space in Section 2.3. In this idealized scenario, we can think 10 

of Lagrangian trajectories in order to facilitate the comprehension of the processes that affect DSD evo-

lution. Now the link between the observations and the Lagrangian trajectories, for instance, should be 

addressed by other means such as modeling. As the title of the paper says, we illustrate the microphysical 

processes observed in the Gamma phase space rather than attempt to implement it in any actual modeling 

tool. This is the natural next step, of course, which is already ongoing. We added the following sentence 15 

in the second paragraph of Section 2.1 to further detail the flight patterns and why they could be used as 

a proxy for cloud evolution: “The latter step was deployed as follows. After the cloud base penetration, 

the aircraft performed several penetrations in vertical steps of several hundred meters. In each step, the 

aircraft penetrated the cloud tops available, thus avoiding precipitation from above. In this way, different 

clouds can be penetrated in the same altitude level, but the vertical steps followed the growing cumuli 20 

field overall”. 

In order to compare the results in the paper to a Lagrangian case, we ran a simple model. Please refer to 

the answer #2 to Anonymous Referee #2. From those calculations, we were able to conclude two things. 

Firstly, that the qualitative results from the model agree well with our observations. Therefore, even 

though we could not produce Lagrangian observations, they agree with Lagrangian calculations. Sec-25 

ondly, we were able to test your suggestion regarding the actual calculations of the pseudo-forces (or at 

least displacements in the phase-space). We were able to confirm the overall directions of the pseudo-

forces between the observations and the model, while also quantifying the displacements due to each 
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growth process. The details of the model run can be found in the mentioned answer #2 to Anonymous 

Referee #2. We also added three new paragraphs to Section 2.3 commenting on the Lagrangian results. 

Additionally, the answer to Anonymous Referee #2 were also compiled in a new supplement. 

Regarding the effects of homogeneous or inhomogeneous mixing in the phase-space, we believe it is 

beyond the scope of this work – which is focused primarily on condensation and collision-coalescence. 5 

However, it shouldn’t be hard to analyze the effects on the phase-space. Note that there is significant 

literature regarding the effects of mixing on the DSDs. Therefore, one suggestion would be to apply the 

knowledge we have to a Gamma DSD and study the displacements in the phase-space. 

 

5. (Comment) I’m wondering if some different terminology could be used to refer to the different flights. 10 

Although referring to flight numbers (e.g., AC19, AC18, AC12, etc.) might be very informative for people 

who were involved in the field program, I continually had to refer back to the table to remember the 

regions in which the flights were conducted to help interpret the data. Can you refer to them as maybe 

AC1 (AC19 for Atlantic coast 1), RA1 and RA2 (AC09 and AC18) for remote Amazon, and AD1, AD2 

and AD3 (for AC07, AC12, and AC13) so that it is more easy to remember the flights going through the 15 

manuscript. Or, maybe some other terminology would also work. 

 

5. (Answer) Indeed, this would greatly facilitate reading the paper. We kept the ACXX nomenclature in 

Table 1 for consistency with the other special issue papers and added the new definitions as: 1) M1 (as in 

Maritime1 - AC1 might be confused with the ferry flight with the same nomenclature even though we 20 

don’t mention it in our paper) for flight AC19; 2) RA1 and RA2 for AC09 and AC18 as you suggested; 

and 3) AD1, AD2, and AD3 also per your suggestion. 

 

6. (Comment) With regards to the depiction of the DSDs in phase space, I would find it much easier is 

some 2-d cross sections were presented in addition to the 3-d volumes (it was hard to follow some of the 25 

discussion on the contrasts between clean and polluted trajectories). It is very hard to visualize how the 

different parameters are changing on these 3-d plots, so some 2-d cross sections would also offer some 
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supplementary information. Further, what are the uncertainties or range of possible values in the gamma 

parameters. 

 

6. (Answer) Thank you for this suggestion, we added the requested cross sections and it is much better 

now. With regards to the data spread around the trajectories, it can already be observed in Figures 5-7. 5 

Minor Comments: 

 

1. (Comment) Page 2, Line 20: I was surprised to see that the undisturbed portions of the rainforest are 

said to have homogeneous surface properties: compared to oceanic surfaces surely the nature of the forest 

is somewhat inhomogeneous? On page 5 (lines 20-25), the authors talk about differences in surface and 10 

thermodynamic conditions on more of the disturbed areas of the Amazon, so I found that this comment 

was a bit misleading. 

 

1. (Answer) Surface conditions over the forest is indeed less homogeneous than over the ocean. The 

intended meaning is to say that it is more homogeneous than urbanized regions. The sentenced was 15 

changed to reflect this: “…Given the relative homogeneity of the surface (as compared to urbanized re-

gions) and the pristine air over undisturbed portions of the rainforest…”. 

 

2. (Comment) Page 3, Line 1: Typically the term ice nucleating particles (INPs) rather than ice nuclei 

(IN) now. See Vali (2015). 20 

 

2. (Answer) Agree, thanks. 

 

3. (Comment) Page 4, line 9: Unless specific numeric values are quoted, the parameters of the gamma 

function (or any parameter in general) do not have units associated with them. They could be given in 25 

any unit with an appropriate conversion being made. Recommend removing the units in parenthesis. 
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3. (Answer) Added a clarification explaining that the units given are the ones to be considered in this 

study. 

 

4. (Comment) Page 5, line 23: if the convective clouds were growing, how could you ensure that the 

third stage was always flown through the growing tops? It would seem that different altitudes below cloud 5 

top might have been sampled for the different population of clouds. 

 

4. (Answer) The aircraft performed several steps in altitude and in each level the pilot looked for cloud 

tops available for penetration. There may be some differences regarding the distance to the cloud top, but 

the overall intent was to minimize precipitation falling from above as much as possible. 10 

 

5. (Comment) Page 7, Eq. (7). I don’t think this equation is correct (the factor of 10ˆ-9). Any equation 

must be unit-independent. Constants for conversions between specific unit sets hence don’t belong in 

equations as those factors will automatically appear when converting between the different units of the 

variables. 15 

5. (Answer) We are sticking to the units we actually used. We provide them right after the equations, 

therefore it is easier for the reader to understand directly what we did. Added the following sentence 

before the equations for clarification: “In the units considered here, the equations are given by:”. 

 

6. (Comment) Page 8, line 4: If the fact epsilon obtained by the gamma parameters does not match those 20 

from the DSDs suggest that the gamma distribution does not give a good fit to the DSD? 

 

6. (Answer) We mention that the Gamma-epsilon and the Observed-epsilon are tightly linked by 

eps_gamma = 0.95*eps_obs (R2 = 0.93). Therefore, it is safe to say that the observed epsilon is well 

represented by the Gamma fit. The Gamma DSD is only slightly narrower (angular coefficient of 0.95). 25 

Changed the sentence to: “The relative dispersion of the Gamma DSD may differ from the observations, 

given the differences between the parameterized and observed DSDs. However, our measurements show 
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that the Gamma and observed ε are closely related by 𝜀𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 = 0.95𝜀𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑  (R2 = 0.93), showing that 

the Gamma DSDs are slightly narrower on average” for clarification. 

 

7. (Comment) Page 9, line 12: Can you use a different word rather than “phase transitions?” there is some 

confuse about whether you are talking about phase space or the phase (liquid, mixed or ice) of the cloud 5 

particles. 

 

7. (Answer) Changed to phase-state transition. 

 

8. (Comment) Page 11, line 16: “from drier air”, can you list the humidities in Table 1? 10 

 

8. (Answer) The humidity for the different regions is shown in Figure 4. 

 

9. (Comment) Page 11, line 23: Do you mean average RH? Clouds do not form in an environment where 

the relative humidity at their location is between 60% and 90%. Can you also give some indication of the 15 

thickness of the different cloud layers? 

 

9. (Answer) Added “surrounding environment” instead of only “environment” for clarification. This is 

the air around the clouds and not within them. It is hard to provide cloud thickness because they are 

growing as the airplane ascends. However, they can reach altitudes up to 15 km approximately. 20 

 

10. (Comment) Page 12, lines 13-14: How do you know the observations were obtained close to cloud 

top? Unless you have remote sensing data or some ascents out of cloud, is it conceivable the particular 

cloud you were sampling extended to a higher height? 

10. (Answer) As explained previously, we can be relatively sure that the aircraft penetrated the cloud top 25 

by the flight pattern planning. The pilot looked for cloud tops in each flight level. 
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11. (Comment) Page 13, line 1: What is classified as a significant difference? Was some sort of statistical 

test applied? 

 

11. (Answer) Sentence changed to “At first glance, it is possible to see stronger differences between the 

trajectories in the different regions, while internal variations are much weaker”. 5 

 

12. (Comment) Page 14, line 12: What statistical test was applied to know that the res 

 

12. (Answer) The text of this comment is cutout, so no changes were applied. 

Authors response to Anonymous Referee #4 10 

Major comments: 

 

1. (Comment) This paper used in-situ data from six flights collected during the ACRIDICON-CHUVA 

field campaign to explore the linkage between gamma distribution parameter phase space and underlying 

microphysical processes. Three different environmental conditions, the Atlantic Coast, the remote Ama-15 

zon, and the Arc of Deforestation were studied, and the differences in the underlying microphysical pro-

cesses among these regions were compared. The paper fits into the scope of ACP and is generally well 

written, however, the approach used in this study has severe scientific flaws. Therefore, this paper needs 

to be revised considerably before it can be published in ACP. 

 20 

1. (Answer) We would like to thank Anonymous Referee #4 for the invaluable comments. Please find in 

this document our detailed answers. 

 

2. (Comment) Page 5, Line 15-18. Are there only six flights during the whole field campaign focusing 

on clouds? If not, why other flights are not used? Especially for Atlantic Coast, there is just one flight 25 

used. 
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2. (Answer) Yes, there were other flights that were partially dedicated to probe clouds. However, our 

specific focus on individual trajectories in this paper meant that we could exchange increased statistics 

for specialized analysis. The reasoning behind our flight selection was mostly due to the aerosol charac-

teristics below clouds. All flights chosen presented relatively uniform aerosol number concentrations be-

low clouds, therefore avoiding mixture of cleaner and more polluted clouds. On the other cloud profiling 5 

flights, we noted variations of the aerosol number concentrations, which would make the analysis much 

more difficult. By focusing on the selected flights, we were sure that each flight contained almost exclu-

sively the same type of clouds in terms of aerosol conditions. The following sentence was added to the 

first paragraph in Section 2.1 for clarification: “There were other flights with cloud penetrations, but they 

are not considered in this study because of higher aerosol variability below clouds. The flights chosen for 10 

analysis presented relatively low aerosol variability, meaning that the clouds probed in the same flight 

were likely subject to similar aerosol conditions”. 

There was only one flight over the ocean, so we couldn’t increase its statistics on the paper. 

 

3. (Comment) Page 6, Line 22-24: Why PSDs from CIPgs is not used? Only using CDP to create PSDs 15 

with D < 50 um will miss out lots of water mass, therefore the third moment used for fitting will be much 

less. 

 

3. (Answer) Our main interest in this study is on the Gamma trajectories of the cloud DSDs. We don’t 

use CIPgs data because we consider them as drizzle/precipitation DSDs, therefore out of the scope of this 20 

study. Besides, there were relatively few DSDs for D > 50 µm. As we explained in our answer #2 to 

Anonymous Referee #3: “In the warm phase, T > 0 °C, the number of data with LWCD>50 > 0.1 g m-3 is 

only 8% of the cases where LWCD<50 > 0.1 g m-3 (i.e. only a small portion of the data contained significant 

amounts of drizzle/precipitation)”. 

 25 

4. (Comment) Page 7, Line 3-14: Incomplete gamma distribution should be used here since only a limited 

range of particle size is used for fitting. I believe this is the reason why fitted Gamma DSDs are narrower 

(Page 8, Line 1-4). 
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4. (Answer) While we agree that the incomplete Gamma distribution would fit better the measurements, 

its use would result in other issues. As one of the main interests of the paper is to study the theoretical 

Gamma phase-space and its applicability to models in the future, the use of the incomplete Gamma would 

not be ideal. In a modeling scenario, you don’t have the observed DSD and therefore have no way of 

finding the truncation diameters. Additionally, the use of the incomplete Gamma distribution might add 5 

artificial patterns to the phase-space that are due to the truncation and not to physical processes. This point 

was clarified in the text right before Equation 2 with the following sentence: “The complete Gamma 

function is used to be consistent with modeling scenarios, where the Gamma parameters are calculated 

by:”. 

 10 

5. (Comment) Section 2.3. I have four major concerns for this method, and will elaborate them in next 

four points. As stated in Page 9, Line 9, this approach is suitable for the study of the same particle popu-

lation, which is under Lagrangian framework. Therefore, aircraft dataset at different levels sampling dif-

ferent particle population cannot be used to track the change of cloud PSD gamma parameters, since they 

are not the same particle population. In addition, the PSDs at the same level are not the same and exhibit 15 

large variations. So, the best use of this technique will be for the parcel model if the authors can address 

the following three comments. 

 

5. (Answer) Indeed, this is a valid concern that is also shared by the other reviewers. Here we reproduce 

our answer #4 to Anonymous Referee #3: 20 

“As you correctly pointed out, it is impossible to produce Lagrangian trajectories based on aircraft mi-

crophysical measurements. Therefore, we have to make some assumptions to constrain our method. The 

flight patterns were specifically chosen in order to follow growing convective elements, where the aircraft 

penetrated the tops of the clouds. In this way, we both avoided precipitation from above and also tightened 

the relationship between the altitude of the measurements and the lifecycle of the clouds. We do not 25 

presume to claim that this guarantees that our trajectories are Lagrangian. In fact, when it comes to the 

observations, we never mention it. We just use the altitude of the measurements as a proxy for cloud 
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evolution, meaning that higher measurements present “older” droplets. We believe this is rather reasona-

ble and is also common place in microphysical studies. The confusion might come from the way we 

described the theory of the Gamma phase space in Section 2.3. In this idealized scenario, we can think of 

Lagrangian trajectories in order to facilitate the comprehension of the processes that affect DSD evolu-

tion. Now the link between the observations and the Lagrangian trajectories, for instance, should be ad-5 

dressed by other means such as modeling. As the title of the paper says, we illustrate the microphysical 

processes observed in the Gamma phase space rather than attempt to implement it in any actual modeling 

tool. This is the natural next step, of course, which is already ongoing. We added the following sentence 

in the second paragraph of Section 2.1 to further detail the flight patterns and why they could be used as 

a proxy for cloud evolution: “The latter step was deployed as follows. After the cloud base penetration, 10 

the aircraft performed several penetrations in vertical steps of several hundred meters. In each step, the 

aircraft penetrated the cloud tops available, thus avoiding precipitation from above. In this way, different 

clouds can be penetrated in the same altitude level, but the vertical steps followed the growing cumuli 

field overall”. 

In order to compare the results in the paper to a Lagrangian case, we ran a simple model. Please refer to 15 

the answer #2 to Anonymous Referee #2. From those calculations, we were able to conclude two things. 

Firstly, that the qualitative results from the model agree well with our observations. Therefore, even 

though we could not produce Lagrangian observations, they agree with Lagrangian calculations. Sec-

ondly, we were able to test your suggestion regarding the actual calculations of the pseudo-forces (or at 

least displacements in the phase-space). We were able to confirm the overall directions of the pseudo-20 

forces between the observations and the model, while also quantifying the displacements due to each 

growth process. The details of the model run can be found in the mentioned answer #2 to Anonymous 

Referee #2. We also added three new paragraphs to Section 2.3 commenting on the Lagrangian results. 

Additionally, the answer to Anonymous Referee #2 were also compiled in a new supplement”. 

 25 

6. (Comment) Even for the same PSD, there are large uncertainties as stated in Page 6, Line 27-Page 7, 

Line 1. McFarquhar et al. (2015) studied the uncertainties of counting statistics, and found that all the 

parameters within an ellipse in Gamma distribution parameter phase space are equally realizable. The 
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displacement of gamma distribution parameters could be just random values in the ellipse unless the el-

lipse of equally realizable solutions are defined for each PSDs. 

 

6. (Answer) Yes, if we consider, for instance, the instrument uncertainty, we would end up with ellipsoids 

rather than points in the phase-space. However, given that the CDP uncertainty is about 10% (added this 5 

information to the second paragraph in Section 2.2), it is clear that the trajectories evolve beyond random 

movements in an ellipsoid. Let’s consider, for the sake of this argument, that the instrument uncertainty 

is 10% for both the concentrations and the sizing of the droplets. In other words, let’s consider that Nd, 

Deff, and Dg all have 10% uncertainty. Now how that would translate to the phase-space? 

We visualize the situation in Figure 10 of the paper. Each uncertainty mentioned could be associated to 10 

one of the three axes of the ellipsoids, which are either tangent or normal to the Nd surfaces in Figure 10. 

Consider that we are in the blue surface of Figure 10 (Nd = 10 cm-3) and in the point where the blue 

trajectory crosses the upper black line where Deff = 23 µm (they don’t actually touch in the Figure 10, but 

let’s consider they do). A 10% uncertainty in Nd would mean a normal axis to the blue surface (both 

towards and away from the green surface). The size of this axis would be very small in the figure, being 15 

1/100 of the distance between the blue and the green surfaces. The uncertainty in Deff would mean a 

tangent axis in the direction of the next black line (below), coincidentally of approximately the same size 

as the distance between the lines. If we consider that a 10% uncertainty in Dg translates to 10% error in ε, 

then we have the last axis – also tangent to the blue surface, but in the same direction as the Deff line. The 

projection of the ellipsoid in the blue surface can be roughly represented by the purple curve in the figure 20 

below (note that the ellipsoid is very thin in the normal direction). Therefore, the trajectories cover wider 

regions than the ellipsoids dimensions and the trajectories approach is still valid. We added the following 

paragraph to the end of Section 2.3 to acknowledge the ellipsoid approach: “Another point to take into 

consideration are the ellipsoids discussed in McFarquhar et al. (2015). Basically, by considering the in-

strument and Gamma fitting uncertainties, it is possible to define volumes (with ellipsoid shapes) rather 25 

than individual points in the Gamma phase space. Inside each ellipsoid, all DSDs are equally realizable 

and therefore the movements within it have no particular physical meaning and are statistically the same. 

In this study, however, we estimate that the results evolve beyond individual ellipsoids and the patterns 
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are associated to physical processes. The results shown in the next sections will not consider the ellipsoid 

approach, but the points shown can be considered to be the central points of such volumes”. 

 

Figure R1: estimated size of the uncertainty ellipsoid in Figure 10 of the paper. 

From this simple calculation, we conclude that the trajectories are likely to evolve beyond random move-5 

ments in one ellipsoid. We won’t carry this calculation over to the paper, however, because the trajectories 

can only be defined by points instead of volumes. In that sense, we can consider that the points in the 

trajectories are the central points of the ellipsoids. In the future, it would be interesting to study how the 

ellipsoids can be understood taking into account the underlying physics found in the phase-space. 

 10 

7. (Comment) As for the “pseudo-forces”, or microphysical processes which I prefer, this study decom-

posed it into two components: condensational growth and collision-coalescence growth. Due to the com-

plex microphysical processes occurring in the clouds (as is discussed by the authors in Page 9, Line 21 – 

Page 10, Line 2), the evolutions of PSDs are very complex as some simulations using bin microphysics 

show. Simply relating a change of gamma distribution parameters to either condensational growth or 15 

collision-coalescence is not justified. Especially for any volume of air the aircraft sampled (or numerical 

models in Eulerian framework), the horizontal and vertical advection are very important. 
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7. (Answer) Yes, there are several other processes that affect the DSDs. However, we would argue that 

condensation and collision-coalescence are definitely the most determinant. Any model, however simple, 

should be able to reproduce those mechanisms in order to explain precipitation formation even though 

the other processes are also important. These other forces are also being studied in the phase space using 5 

different microphysical parameterizations and we hope to have further results soon. For this first intro-

duction of the phase-space, we chose to focus on condensation and collision-coalescence in order to define 

the overall characteristics of the space and how we can analyze cloud DSDs evolution in it. The other 

processes can and should be analyzed on top of that basis. 

Let’s take the mixing processes as an example. There are several studies analyzing the effects of homo-10 

geneous or inhomogeneous mixing on the characteristics of the DSDs. Therefore, in principle, we should 

be able to estimate the effects of mixing on Gamma DSDs as well, which can be reproduced in the phase-

space. This could explain some characteristics of the trajectories we observed, but we believe this kind of 

analysis is beyond the scope of our paper. We are considering this kind of analysis as the necessary next 

steps, which should involve other tools such as models. 15 

That said, we ran a simple Lagrangian model with bin microphysics in order to check the patterns asso-

ciated to condensation and collision-coalescence and if they match our observations. If they qualitatively 

agree, it means that our observations are capturing those microphysical processes. Please refer to our 

answer #2 to Anonymous Referee #2 where we detail the model runs and its results. Overall, we were 

able to confirm that the condensation and collision-coalescence processes induce displacements in the 20 

same directions that we inferred from the observations. Obviously, the quantitative results are different 

given that the model is relatively simple and does not consider several processes that affect our observa-

tions. But we believe this is a good indication that the Gamma phase-space methodology is consistent and 

that we should dedicate efforts to progressively include the other processes as well. In that regard, it would 

be interesting to analyze the Gamma phase-space in more complex models such as the LES-type. 25 
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8. (Comment) The directions and magnitudes of “condensational growth pseudo-force” and “collision-

coalescence pseudo-force” are uncertain, which means that the influences of each individual microphys-

ical processes on PSD evolutions are not studied clearly. 

 

8. (Answer) Yes, we didn’t explicitly quantify the pseudo-forces in this first introduction of the method-5 

ology. The main intent of this paper is to introduce the Gamma phase-space as a physical entity and 

illustrate microphysical processes in it. We believe the quantifications should be the focus of future im-

plementations of the phase-space and is beyond the scope of the present work. However, the Lagrangian 

model runs we mentioned in the previous item can be considered as the first step in that direction. Note 

that the direction of the displacements is similar between the model and our observations. Therefore, the 10 

displacements in the observed trajectories can be at least partially explained by the processes considered 

in the model. 

 

9. (Comment) The descriptions of “favors high value of mu while slightly increasing lambda” (Page 10, 

Line 4) and “lower values of lambda and mu, the former decreasing at a faster pace” (Page 10, Line 13- 15 

14) are not precise and not justified. The change of N_0 as described are wrong, since if condensational 

growth increase both µ and λ while keeping the same total number concentration, N_0 should also in-

crease. In addition, if collision coalescence lower both µ and λ, and total number concentration of course, 

then N_0 should be also decreasing. Besides, I would say that evaporation “pseudo-force” acts the oppo-

site way as “condensational growth pseudo-force” instead of “collision-coalescence pseudo-force” in this 20 

study. Anyway, the directions of these “pseudo-forces” are totally unknown, and the change of gamma 

distribution parameters could be any microphysical processes since relating the change of gamma distri-

bution parameters (or equivalently PSD moments or bulk properties) to any single microphysical process 

is impossible. 

 25 

9. (Answer) While our affirmations may not be precise, because it is pattern analysis instead of actual 

quantification, they are correct. Both our observations and the model calculations corroborate those affir-

mations. Please refer to our answer #2 to Anonymous Referee #2. In that document, we calculated the 
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elevation angle φ to be positive for the condensational growth, meaning increasing Λ. On the other hand, 

we calculated an average θ of 179.6 °. Because this angle is calculated from the log(N0) axis, this value 

means growing µ and shrinking N0 – second quadrant. For collision-coalescence, φ = -4.23 °, meaning 

decreasing Λ. The azimuth θ is -13.7 °, which is in the direction of growing N0 and decreasing µ. We 

believe those quantifications are the first step at calculating the actual values of the pseudo-forces, but its 5 

implementation should be the focus of further studies in the future. 

The “evaporation pseudo-force” is surely the opposite of the “condensational pseudo-force”. But it is also 

true that the collision-coalescence pseudo-force acts in the opposite (overall) direction as the condensa-

tional pseudo-force. 

 10 

Minor comments: 

 

1. (Comment) Page 4, Line 24-25. This sentence needs to be elaborated. 

 

1. (Answer) Changed to: “This process may produce artificial trajectories in the phase space by limiting 15 

the parameter variability”. 

 

2. (Comment) Figure 1. Add flight height and temperatures for each flight. 

 

2. (Answer) We believe it would be hard to visualize the altitude and temperature in this figure. Instead, 20 

the requested properties can be seen in the other figures and tables in the paper. 

 

3. (Comment) Page 5, Line 23 – Page 6, Line 10. The three regions used in section 3.2 should be intro-

duced here clearly. Furthermore, the cloud characteristic for coastal region and remote Amazon should 

be described here, similar to what has been written for the Arc of Deforestation. 25 
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3. (Answer) Added the following sentence to the end of the second paragraph in this section: “Contrasting 

with the Arc of Deforestation, the region named Remote Amazon in this study has much lower back-

ground aerosol concentrations, producing cleaner clouds. Clouds over the Atlantic Ocean developed un-

der cleaner conditions as compared to the continental counterparts, and also had lower cloud bases (Table 

1)”. 5 

 

4. (Comment) Figure 5-8. The y and z axes (µ and λ) don’t need to be taken logarithm for easy compar-

isons with previous studies. In addition, the projection of the 3D trajectories in N_0-µ, N_0-λ, µ-λ planes 

will make readers to follow easier. 

 10 

4. (Answer) We analyzed the situation and decided that logarithmic axes were the easiest way to visualize 

the trajectories. The projections were added to the figures.  

 

5. (Comment) Figure 5-8. Add raw PSDs with different colors showing different time, so the change of 

PSDs is clear to the readers. As shown in many previous studies (e.g., Heymsfield et al. 2013), the gamma 15 

distribution parameters can compensate with each other, therefore, the different points in the gamma dis-

tribution parameter phase space could mean the same PSD. 

 

5. (Answer) We show observed and fitted DSDs in Figure 9. As far as the trajectories go, we did not 

observe any pair of similar DSDs with different Gamma parameters. 20 

 

6. (Comment) Page 14, Line 23-27. Recommend removing these sentences. As stated in Major comment 

#7, the quantitative descriptions of these “pseudo-forces” are lacking. Besides, the method may just work 

for Lagrangian framework. I cannot see how this could be used for bulk microphysical schemes. 

 25 

6. (Answer) We have shown that it is possible to produce quantifications of the processes using a simple 

Lagrangian model. Of course, the method should be refined to consider the many other aspects present in 
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clouds. We believe it is important to leave those affirmations in the paper, as they can be addressed by 

other researchers. 

 

7. (Comment) Page 17, Line 10-21. According to Equation 9, this is similar to fix µ which is adopted in 

lots of numerical schemes. Actually, the small range of µ is due to its scale, and could mean large varia-5 

tions of PSDs. 

 

7. (Answer) We left the second sentence in the last paragraph of Section 3.2 more open-ended: “If ε can 

be constrained in the model, it should be possible to obtain the full Gamma DSD – which is the point in 

the intersection curve that presents the given ε”. 10 

 

8. (Comment) Page 19, Line 11-12. The sentence that “The characteristics of the clouds warm layer. . 

.should have a determining role in the glaciation initiation”. I would argue that the IN and the ice micro-

physics above are more important. The characteristic of IN between the remote Amazon and the Arc of 

Deforestation are not studied. The number concentration of ice particles above should also be analyzed, 15 

which may explain the differences in glaciation. 

 

8. (Answer) In this sentence we refer to the glaciation initiation – imagining a cloud that is growing past 

the 0 °C and does not have an ice phase yet. In this scenario, the characteristics of the droplets that cross 

the 0 °C isotherm are definitely important to trigger (or not) the glaciation process. 20 

Yes, it is unsure how the IN population changes with pollution, but previous studies suggest that most of 

the IN over the Amazon come from natural sources – either from the forest or from long range transport 

(Saharan dust). 

 

 25 
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Abstract. The behavior of tropical clouds remains a major open scientific question, given that the asso-

ciated physics is not wellresulting in poor represented representation by models. One challenge is to re-30 

alistically reproduce cloud droplet size distributions (DSD) and their evolution over time and space. Many 

applications, not limited to models, use the Gamma function to represent DSDs. However, even though 

the statistical characteristics of the Gamma parameters have been widely studied, there is almost no study 

dedicated to understanding the phase space of this function and the associated physics. This phase space 

can be defined, which is given by the three parameters that define the DSD intercept, shape, and curvature. 35 

Gamma phase space may provide a common framework for parameterizations and inter-comparisons. 
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Here, we introduce the phase-space approach and its characteristics, focusing on warm-phase microphys-

ical cloud properties and the transition to the mixed-phase layer. We show that trajectories in this phase 

space can represent DSD evolution and can be related to growth processes. Condensational and collisional 

growth may be interpreted as pseudo-forces that induce displacements in opposite directions within the 

phase space. The actually observed movements in the phase space are a result of the combination of such 5 

pseudo-forces. Additionally, aerosol effects can be evaluated given their significant impact on DSDs. The 

DSDs associated with liquid droplets that favor cloud glaciation can be delimited in the phase space, 

which can help models to adequately predict the transition to the mixed phase. We also consider possible 

ways to constrain the DSD in two-moment bulk microphysics schemes, where the relative dispersion 

parameter of the DSD can play a significant role. Overall, the Gamma phase-space approach can be an 10 

invaluable tool for studying cloud microphysical evolution and can be readily applied in many scenarios 

that rely on Gamma DSDs. 

1 Introduction 

Tropical deep convective clouds (DCCs) constitute an important source of precipitation (Liu 2011) and 

they interact with atmospheric solar and terrestrial radiation, dynamical processes and the hydrological 15 

cycle (Arakawa 2004). Deep tropical convection is responsible for transporting energy upwards and thus 

sustaining the Hadley circulation that redistributes heat to higher latitudes (Riehl and Malkus 1958; Riehl 

and Simpson 1979; Fierro et al. 2009, 2012). Therefore, understanding the processes that impact the char-

acteristics of tropical DCCs is crucial in order to comprehend and model the Earth’s climate. 

The DCCs over the Amazon are of particular interest. Given the relative homogeneity of the surface (as 20 

compared to urbanized regions) and the pristine air over undisturbed portions of the rainforest, Amazo-

nian DCCs can have similar properties to maritime systems (Andreae et al. 2004). At the same time, their 

daily persistence and the considerable latent heat release have a noticeable impact on the South America 

climate by, for instance, maintaining the Bolivian High, which is a key component of the South American 

monsoon system (Zhou and Lau 1998; Vera et al. 2006). 25 

Clouds and aerosol particles interact in a unique way in the Amazon. Low concentrations of natural aer-

osols derived from the forest are the major source of natural cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice 
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nucleating particlesi (INPs) populations under undisturbed conditions (Pöschl et al., 2010; Prenni et al., 

2009; Pöhlker et al., 2012, 2016). Other sources of aerosol particles over the Amazon include long range 

Saharan dust and sea salt transport, biomass burning (either naturally-occurring or human-induced) and 

urban pollution downwind from cities and settlements (Talbot et al., 1988,1990; Cecchini et al., 2016; 

Martin et al., 2010; Kuhn et al., 2010). 5 

Human-emitted pollution can significantly alter cloud properties by enhancing CCN number concentra-

tions (NCCN). Since the work of Twomey (1974) analyzing the effects of enhanced NCCN on cloud albedo, 

much attention has been given to aerosol-cloud-precipitation interactions. The effects of aerosol particles 

on warm-phase precipitation formation is fairly well understood, where enhanced CCN concentrations 

lead to the formation of more numerous but smaller droplets delaying the onset of rain (Albrecht 1989; 10 

Seifert and Beheng 2006; van den Heever et al. 2006; Rosenfeld et al. 2008). However, in mixed-phase 

clouds, the rain suppression by pollution can enhance ice formation leading to stronger updrafts and con-

vective invigoration (Andreae et al. 2004; Khain et al. 2005; van den Heever et al. 2006; Fan et al. 2007; 

van den Heever and Cotton 2007; Lee et al. 2008; Rosenfeld et al. 2008; Koren et al. 2010; Li et al. 2012; 

Gonçalves et al., 2015). Aerosol effects on clouds have been reviewed by Tao et al. (2012), Rosenfeld et 15 

al. (2014), and Fan et al. (2016). By changing cloud properties, aerosol particles have an indirect impact 

on the thermodynamics of local cloud fields through, for instance, the suppression of cold pools and the 

enhancement of atmospheric instability (Heiblum et al. 2016b). 

Clouds that develop above the freezing level are more difficult to model given the complexity of the 

processes involving ice particles. One aspect of the aerosol effects on clouds is their ability to alter the 20 

way in which ice is formed in the mixed phase of convective clouds. Contact freezing is possibly the 

dominant process by which the first ice is formed (Cooper, 1974; Young, 1974; Lamb et al., 1981; Hobbs 

and Rangno, 1985). As pointed out by Lohmann and Hoose (2009), anthropogenic aerosol particles can 

either enhance or hinder cloud glaciation due to primary aerosol emission (increasing INPs concentra-

tions) and aerosol particle coating (decreasing INPs effectiveness), respectively. After the initial ice for-25 

mation, secondary ice generation can be triggered by the release of ice splinters from freezing droplets 

(Hallett and Mossop 1974; Huang et al. 2008; Sun et al. 2012; Lawson et al. 2015). Rather big (larger 
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than 23 µm) cloud and drizzle droplets favor secondary ice generation (Mossop 1978; Saunders and Hos-

seini 2001; Heymsfield and Willis 2014). Consequently, the smaller droplets found in polluted Amazo-

nian clouds (Andreae et al. 2004; Cecchini et al. 2016; Wendisch et al. 2016) may slow down secondary 

ice generation. 

In order to model aerosol effects on clouds and the thermodynamic feedback processes involved, it is 5 

crucial to understand their effects on hydrometeor size distributions. The first step is the study of aerosol 

impacts on liquid droplet size distributions (DSDs) in the cloud’s warm-phase. Operational models that 

require fast computations usually adopt a Gamma function (Ulbrich, 1983) to parameterize the DSDs: 

𝑁(𝐷) = 𝑁0𝐷
𝜇exp(−Λ𝐷)                                                                                                                         (1) 

where N0 (cm-3 μm-1-μ), µ (dimensionless), and Λ (μm-1) are the intercept, shape, and curvature parameters. 10 

N(D) is the concentration of droplets per cm-3 of air and diameter (D) bin interval. The units given are the 

ones to be considered in this study. Even though this the Gamma function is widely adopted in models 

(Khain et al. 2015), there is almost no study regarding its phase space for checking DSD predictions 

between parameterization schemes. 

The phase space of cloud micro- and macro-physical properties has received recent attention because of 15 

the considerable gain of information accessible by relatively simple analysis tools. Heiblum et al. (2016a, 

b) studied cumulus fields in a two-dimensional (2D) phase space consisting of cloud center of gravity 

versus water mass. The authors were able to evaluate several processes in this sub-space, including the 

aerosol effect. McFarquhar et al. (2015) studied the Gamma phase space for improving ice particle size 

distribution (PSD) fitting and parameterization. They showed that the inherent uncertainty of Gamma 20 

fittings results in multiple solutions for a single ice PSD, corresponding to ellipsoids rather than points in 

the phase space. However, there is no study regarding the representation of warm-phase cloud DSDs in 

the Gamma phase space and its evolution. 

For the representation of hydrometeor size distributions in two-moment bulk schemes, one of the three 

Gamma parameters is either fixed or diagnosed based on thermodynamic or DSD properties (Thompson 25 

et al. 2004; Milbrandt and Yau 2005; Formenton et al. 2013a, 2013b). This process may produce artificial 

trajectories in the phase space when comparing Gamma fittings to observationsby limiting the parameter 

variability. This study analyzes cloud DSD data collected during the ACRIDICON-CHUVA campaign 
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(Wendisch et al. 2016) in the Gamma phase space. ACRIDICON is the acronym for “Aerosol, Cloud, 

Precipitation, and Radiation Interactions and Dynamics of Convective Cloud Systems”, while CHUVA 

stands for “Cloud Processes of the Main Precipitating Systems in Brazil: A Contribution to Cloud Re-

solving Modeling and to the GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement)”. The Gamma phase space and its 

potential use for understanding cloud processes is introduced and explored. A specific focus is on the 5 

aerosol effect on the trajectories in the warm-layer phase space and potential consequences for the mixed-

phase formation. 

Section 2 describes the instrumentation and methodology. The results are presented in Section 3, followed 

by concluding remarks in Section 4. 

2 Methodology 10 

2.1 Flight characterization 

During September-October 2014, the German HALO (High Altitude and Long Range Research Aircraft) 

performed a total of 96 h of research flights over the Amazon. The 14 flights were part of the 

ACRIDICON-CHUVA campaign (Machado et al. 2014; Wendisch et al. 2016) that took place in coop-

eration with the second intensive operation period (IOP2) of the GoAmazon2014/5 experiment (Martin 15 

et al. 2016). Here we focus on cloud profiling sections during six flights that occurred in different regions 

in the Amazon (Figure 1). The research flights of ACRIDION-CHUVA were named chronologically from 

AC07 to AC20; the six flights missions focusing on the profiling of cloud microphysical properties se-

lected (AC07, AC09, AC12, AC13, AC18 and AC19) accumulated 16.8 h of data (in or out of clouds), 

of which 50 min were inside the lower 6 km of the clouds. We concentrate primarily on these flights first 20 

6 km for the DSD analysis in order to capture both warm-phase characteristics and early mixed-layer 

formation. There were other flights with cloud penetrations, but they are not considered in this study 

because of higher aerosol variability below clouds. The flights chosen for analysis presented relatively 

low aerosol variability, meaning that the clouds probed in the same flight were likely subject to similar 

aerosol conditions. The time frame of the campaign corresponds to the local dry-to-wet season transition, 25 

when biomass burning is active in the southern Amazon (Artaxo et al. 2002, Andreae et al. 2015). For 
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clarity, the flights of interest are renamed in this study according to the region probed. Flight AC19 will 

be referred as M1 (Maritime 1), flights AC09 and AC18 as RA1 and RA2 (Remote Amazon 1 and Remote 

Amazon 2, respectively), and flights AC07, AC12, and AC13 as AD1, AD2, and AD3 (Arc of Deforesta-

tion 1, Arc of Deforestation 2, and Arc of Deforestation 3, respectively). Those definitions are listed in 

Table 1. 5 

The flight paths followed a regular three-stage pattern: (i) Sampling of the air below clouds for aerosol 

characterization, (ii) Measurements of DSDs at cloud base, and (iii) Sampling of growing convective 

cloud tops (Braga et al., 20167; Wendisch et al., 2016). The latter step was deployed as follows. After the 

cloud base penetration, the aircraft performed several penetrations in vertical steps of several hundred 

meters. In each step, the aircraft penetrated the cloud tops available, thus avoiding precipitation from 10 

above. In this way, different clouds can be penetrated in the same altitude level and the vertical steps 

followed the growing cumuli field overall. Surface and thermodynamic conditions were different for the 

various flights (see Figures 1 and 3) with high contrasts in the north-south direction. Logging, agriculture, 

and livestock activities management involve burning extended vegetated areas in the region, which emits 

large quantities of particles that serve as CCN in the atmosphere (Artaxo et al. 2002; Roberts et al. 2003). 15 

Because of this, this region is known as the “Arc of Deforestation,” and its thermodynamic properties 

tend toward pasture-like characteristics. The energy partitioning over pasture-like areas is different com-

pared to regions over the rainforest (Fisch et al. 2004), favoring sensible heat flux and higher cloud base 

heights (see Table 1). Contrasting with the Arc of Deforestation, the region named Remote Amazon in 

this study has much lower background aerosol concentrations, producing cleaner clouds. Clouds over the 20 

Atlantic Ocean developed under cleaner conditions as compared to the continental counterparts, and also 

had lower cloud bases (Table 1). 

The cloud profiling missions were mostly characterized by cumulus fields, with some developed convec-

tion in two flights over the Arc of Deforestation (Figure 2d, f). For flight AC07 AD1 some precipitation-

sized droplets were observed (not shown); the clouds sampled during AC12 AD2 and AC13 AD3 pre-25 

sented almost no droplets having D > 100 µm. The precipitation during AC07 AD1 might be explained 

by the lower aerosol particle number concentrations compared to flights AC12 AD2 and AC13AD3, later 

start time of the profile, and the presence of deep convection nearby (Table 1 and Figure 2). 
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2.2 Data handling and filtering 

The results to be presented here are based on five sensors carried by HALO. A comprehensive description 

of the airborne instrumentation introduced below can be found in Wendisch et al. (2013). Aerosol particle 

number concentrations (NCN) were measured by a butanol-based Condensation Particle Counter (CPC). 

The flow rate was set to 0.6 L min-1, with a nominal cut-off particle size of 10 nm. NCCN at a given 5 

supersaturation (S, averaging 0.48% ± 0.033% for the data used here, with 10% error) was measured by 

a Cloud Condensation Nuclei Counter (CCN-200, Roberts and Nenes 2005). This instrument contains 

two columns and was connected to two different inlet systems for aerosol sampling: the HALO Aerosol 

Sub-micrometer Inlet (HASI) for the aerosol particles and the Counter-flow Virtual Impactor (CVI) inlet 

to sample cloud droplets, evaporate the cloud water, and analyze the residual particles. The aerosol meas-10 

urements reported in this study refer to the HASI inlet. 

Cloud DSDs were measured by a Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP, Lance et al. 2010; Molleker et al. 2014) 

that is part of the Cloud Combination Probe (CCP). The CCP also contained a grayscale Cloud Imaging 

Probe (CIPgs, Korolev 2007), but we focus on CDP measurements where D < 50 µm. The intent is to 

focus on cloud droplet growth processes and bringing the analysis closer to modeling scenarios. Addi-15 

tionally, the percentage of data with significant liquid water content (LWC) for D > 50 µm is relatively 

small. The number of data with LWCD>50 > 0.1 g m-3 is only 8% of the number of DSDs with LWCD<50 

> 0.1 g m -3. The CDP counted and sized the droplets based on their forward scattering characteristics, 

sorting them into 15 droplet size bins between 3 µm and 50 µm. The sample volume had an optical cross-

section of 0.278 mm2 (±15%). Uncertainties in the cross-section area, the sampling volume, and counting 20 

statistics were the major sources of uncertainty for the DSD measurements (Weigel et al., 2016). Accord-

ing to Molleker et al. (2014), the CDP uncertainty is about 10%. Additionally, Braga et al. (2017) per-

formed an inter-comparison between HALO probes, as well as hot-wire measurements, and concluded 

that they agree well within instrumental uncertainties. We excluded all cloud DSDs with droplet number 

concentrations (Nd) less than 1 cm-3 from further analysis. 25 

The DSDs measured by the CDP were fitted to Gamma distributions (Eq. 1) by matching the zeroth, 

second and third moments. These moments were chosen in order to favor the study of the DSD properties 

of interest to this study (i.e., droplet number concentration, liquid water content, and effective diameter), 
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but they also coincided with the properties usually predicted by bulk microphysics models (zeroth and 

third moments in two-moment schemes). The complete Gamma function is used to be consistent with 

modeling scenarios, The where the Gamma parameters are calculated by: 

𝜇 =
6𝐺−3+√1+8𝐺

2(1−𝐺)
                                                                                                                                         (2) 

Λ =
(𝜇+3)𝑀2

𝑀3
                                                                                                                                                (3) 5 

𝑁0 =
Λ𝜇+1𝑀0

Γ(𝜇+1)
                                                                                                                                               (4) 

where Mp is the p-th moment of the DSD. The symbol G is a non-dimensional ratio, given as follows:  

𝐺 =
𝑀2

3

𝑀3
2𝑀0

                                                                                                                                                   (5) 

The three parameters N0, μ, and Λ define the Gamma distribution in Eq. (1); they are used to construct the 

phase space described in the next section. The DSD bulk properties, such as droplet number concentration 10 

(Nd), liquid water content (LWC), effective droplet diameter (Deff), and relative dispersion (ε), can be 

derived from the Gamma parameters N0, μ, and Λ by taking into account the complete Gamma function 

integral properties:. In the units considered here, the equations are given by: 

𝑁𝑑 = ∫ 𝑁(𝐷)𝑑𝐷
∞

0
= 𝑁0

Γ(𝜇+1)

Λ𝜇+1                                                                                                                  (6) 

𝐿𝑊𝐶 = 10−9 𝜋

6
𝜌𝑤 ∫ 𝑁(𝐷)𝐷3𝑑𝐷

∞

0
= 10−9 𝜋

6
ρ𝑤𝑁0

Γ(𝜇+4)

Λ𝜇+4
                                                                        (7) 15 

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
∫ 𝑁(𝐷)𝐷3𝑑𝐷
∞
0

∫ 𝑁(𝐷)𝐷2𝑑𝐷
∞
0

=
𝜇+3

Λ
                                                                                                                         (8) 

𝜀 =
𝜎

𝐷𝑔
=

1

√𝜇+1
                                                                                                                                           (9) 

where ρw = 1000 g m-3 represents the density of liquid water and σ and Dg are the DSD standard deviation 

and mean geometric diameter, respectively. Nd, LWC and Deff are given in cm-3, g m-3 and µm, respec-

tively. Given the choice of the conserved moments, they exactly match the respective characteristics of 20 

the observed DSDs. The parameter ε is described in detail in Tas et al. (2015). The relative dispersion of 

the Gamma DSD may differ from the observations, given the differences between the parameterized and 

observed DSDs. However, Oour measurements show that the Gamma and observed ε are closely related 
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by 𝜀𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 = 0.95𝜀𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑  (R2 = 0.93), showing that the Gamma DSDs are slightly narrower on aver-

age. We focus on ε as obtained by the Gamma parameters and do not use subscripts. 

Cloud hydrometeor sphericity was analyzed by the NIXE-CAPS probe (New Ice eXpEriment – Cloud 

and Aerosol Particle Spectrometer, Luebke et al., 2016, Costa et al., 2017). NIXE-CAPS also contains 

two instruments, a CIPgs as the CCP and the CAS-Depol for particle measurements in the size range 0.6 5 

to 50 µm. The sizing principle of CAS-Depol is similar to the CDP, the difference is the particle probing: 

while CAS-Depol has an inlet tube (optimized with respect to shattering), CDP is equipped with an open 

path inlet. In addition to the sizing, CAS-Depol is equipped with a detector to discriminate between spher-

ical and aspherical particles by measuring the change of the polarized components of the incident light. 

Spherical particles do not strongly alter the polarization state, in contrast to non-spherical ice crystals. 10 

The cloud particle phase of the whole cloud particle size spectrum was analyzed from the combination of 

phase determination in the size ranges < 50 μm (from the CAS-Depol polarization signal) and > 50 μm 

(from visual inspection of the CIPgs images) (for details, see Costa et al., 2017). Here, the phase states 

are defined as follows: “Sph (liquid)” stands for many only spherical (D < 50 μm) and predominantly 

spherical (D > 50 μm) hydrometeors, “Asph small (mixed phase)” for many predominantly spherical (D 15 

< 50 μm) and only aspherical (D > 50 μm), “Asph large (ice)” for only very few aspherical (D < 50 μm) 

and only aspherical (D > 50 μm). The NIXE-CAPS classification is a separate analysis and will not be 

considered as a filter to apply the Gamma fits to the CDP measurements. The CDP data fits are primarily 

focused on the warm phase and the transition to the mixed layer, where liquid droplets predominate. 

Meteorological conditions, including three-dimensional (3D) winds, were obtained by the Basic HALO 20 

Measurement and Sensor System (BAHAMAS) located at the nose of the aircraft (Wendisch et al., 2016). 

The wind components were calibrated according to Mallaun et al. (2015), with an uncertainty of 0.2 m s-

1 and 0.3 m s-1 for the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. All probes were synchronized with 

BAHAMAS and operated at a frequency of 1 Hz. All HALO instruments are listed in Wendisch et al. 

(2016). 25 
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2.3 Introducing the Gamma phase space 

The Gamma fit parameters can be plotted in a 3D subspace where each parameter (N0, μ, and Λ) represents 

one dimension. Each point in this 3D Gamma phase space is defined by one (N0, μ, and Λ) triplet and thus 

represents one fitted DSD. This space includes all possible combinations of Gamma parameters of the 

theoretical variability of the DSDs. 5 

The 3D Gamma phase space is illustrated in Figure 3. There are two points in this figure defined by two 

location vectors P1 and P2, each one representing a fit to a specific DSD (see the insert in the left side of 

Figure 3) at different times (t1 and t2 for t2 > t1). If we consider that 𝑃1
⃗⃗  ⃗ and 𝑃2

⃗⃗⃗⃗  represent the same popula-

tion of droplets evolving in time (i.e., a Lagrangian case), we can link the two points by a displacement 

vector �⃗� = 𝑃2
⃗⃗⃗⃗ − 𝑃1

⃗⃗  ⃗, which can be associated to a pseudo-force 𝐹  (blue arrow in Figure 3). We use the 10 

term pseudo-force in order to illustrate that the growth processes produce displacements in the phase 

space. Alternatively, displacements in the phase space can also be understood as phase-state transitions, 

in which case each phase-state is related to a DSD. The pseudo-force 𝐹  can be decomposed into two 

components, one related to condensational growth and the other to the collision-coalescence (collection) 

process. The respective pseudo-forces are illustrated as 𝐹𝑐𝑑
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  and 𝐹𝑐𝑙

⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ in Figure 3, respectively. This ap-15 

proach can be applied to multiple points, defining a trajectory through the phase space (gray dotted line). 

The change of the DSD results in modified Gamma parameters, which determine the trajectory through 

the Gamma phase space. The direction and speed of the displacements forming the trajectory are deter-

mined by the direction and intensity of the underlying physical processes that modify the DSD (conden-

sation and collection). These pseudo-forces are defined by properties such as the initial DSD, CCN, up-20 

draft speed, and supersaturation. Of course, this generalization considers only condensation and collision-

coalescence. The pseudo-forces can be represented with more sophistication in models, including the 

several processes involved in DSD changes, such as evaporation, turbulence, melting from the layer 

above, breakup, sedimentation, etc. Therefore, these two processes can be replaced by a number of 

pseudo-forces as function of the level of sophistication of the model. We should remember that this ap-25 

proach does not consider contributions from other levels because advection is not directly addressed. To 
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describe the whole process of DSD evolution during the entire cloud life cycle, the contribution from 

other layers should be considered. 

The direction of the 𝐹𝑐𝑑
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  pseudo-force in Figure 3 represents the transition of the DSD during the conden-

sation process, which favors high values of μ while slightly increasing Λ. This induces both the narrowing 

and a slight increase in the effective droplet diameter (see equations in Section 2.2) of the DSD, which is 5 

expected from conventional condensation growth theory. Because of the DSD narrowing, the intercept 

parameter (N0) is also reduced. Condensational growth may cause a broadening of the DSD in specific 

situations such as at the cloud base of polluted systems. However, this is an exception and most of the 

time condensational growth leads to DSD narrowing. The collision-coalescence pseudo-force acts in a 

significantly different way in the phase space. From theory and precise numerical simulations that solve 10 

the stochastic collection equation, it is known that this process leads to DSD broadening (given the col-

lection of small droplets and breakup of bigger ones) and faster droplet growth in size (compared to 

condensation). In the Gamma phase space, it should be reflected in lower values of Λ and μ, the former 

decreasing at a faster pace. The intercept parameter N0 should can remain relatively constant or increase, 

given thatbecause the effects of increased mean diameter and DSD broadening balance each other. With 15 

If N0 almost remains constant, lower values of Λ and μ result in reduced droplet number concentration, 

which is consistent with theory (see Figure 7). 

To confirm the overall directions of the pseudo-forces and the characteristics of the Gamma phase-space, 

we performed some calculations with the Lagrangian model described in Feingold et al. (1999) – see their 

Section 3c and references therein. Basically, the model solves CCN activation, condensation and colli-20 

sion-coalescence growth, and the effects of giant CCN on the DSDs (the latter process was turned off in 

our runs). The DSDs are sorted into 35 mass-doubling bins from ~3 µm to ~9 mm, so the condensation 

and collision-coalescence processes are not parameterized as in bulk approaches. The model was initial-

ized with conditions that mimic flight RA1 (Table 1, Figure 4). By performing two runs, one with exclu-

sively condensational growth and the other with both growth processes, it was possible to isolate their 25 

effects on the DSDs. In the run with both processes active, by the time the collection was significant the 

droplets were big enough (Deff > 25 µm) to grow very slowly by condensation. 
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From the Langrangian model runs it was possible to calculate the direction of the displacements caused 

by condensation and collision-coalescence growth in spherical coordinates. For this first introduction of 

the phase-space, we will focus on the elevation angle φ (from the plane N0 x µ to the Λ axis) and azimuth 

angle θ (calculated from the N0 to the µ axes), when N0, µ, and Λ are in logarithm (base 10) scale (as in 

Figures 5-8). The angles vary depending on the relative values of N0, µ, and Λ, but the following numbers 5 

are provided as a first look into it. For condensational growth, φ averaged 0.26 ° and θ averaged 179.6 °, 

while they were -4.23 ° and -13.7 ° for collision-coalescence, respectively. Note that the angles have 

opposite signs for the two processes and their overall direction is the same as exemplified in Figure 3. 

The direction of the displacements remains consistent even when other moments are chosen to fit the 

Gamma DSDs. For more details on the model runs, refer to the supplement material. 10 

Note that, given the relation between the Gamma parameters, the phase-space is non-orthogonal and it is 

not trivial to represent mathematically the pseudo-forces. The mathematical treatment of such forces is 

beyond the scope of this paper, which intends to illustrate microphysical processes in the phase-space. 

But this aspect should be considered in potential future implementations of this methodology in practical 

applications. 15 

In Section 3.2, we show Gamma parameters fitted to real DSD observations. It As it is not feasible to 

follow fixed populations of droplets in a Lagrangian way with an aircraft. Therefore, the evolutions we 

analyze in the Gamma space are not strictly over time. As a compromise, we use the altitude above cloud 

base (H) of the measurements instead of time evolution, given the conditions of the measurements and 

our data handling. The cloud profiling missions were planned to capture growing convective elements 20 

before reaching their mature state, which is the reason why they usually started at around 12:00 local 

time. Additionally, we only consider DSD measurements where updraft speed w > 0 in order to focus on 

the ascending part of the growing clouds. 

Another point to take into consideration are the ellipsoids discussed in McFarquhar et al. (2015). Basi-

cally, by considering the instrument and Gamma fitting uncertainties, it is possible to define volumes 25 

(with ellipsoid shapes) rather than individual points in the Gamma phase space. Inside each ellipsoid, all 

DSDs are equally realizable and therefore the movements within it have no particular physical meaning 

and are statistically the same. In this study, however, we estimate that the results evolve beyond individual 
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ellipsoids and the patterns are associated to physical processes. The results shown in the next sections 

will not consider the ellipsoid approach, but the points shown can be considered to be the central points 

of such volumes. 

3 Results 

3.1 Aerosol and thermodynamic conditions in different Amazonian regions 5 

The HALO flights are classified according to the region they covered and the respective aerosol and CCN 

number concentrations (Table 1). Note the close link between region of the measurements and the aerosol 

concentrations. From the most pristine clouds at the coast to the most polluted cases in the Arc of Defor-

estation, there is a ten-fold increase in NCN. Remote regions in the Amazon have aerosol particle concen-

trations slightly higher than over the coast, which is one of the reasons for the term “Green Ocean” used 10 

for the unpolluted Amazon regions (Williams et al., 2002). Flights AC07AD1, AC12 AD2 and AC13 

AD3 present flight patterns paths progressively shifted to the south, which are accompanied by increasing 

values of NCN and NCCN. The farther away the flights take place from the forest, and consequently closer 

to developed regions, the higher are the pollution levels. 

Cloud profiles started at the end of the morning or beginning of the afternoon. The flights were specifi-15 

cally planned for this time period because the convective systems are usually in their developing stages 

at this time. The freezing level varied between 4500 and 5000 m, while cloud base altitudes were more 

variable (500 to 2000 m), which resulted from the regional meteorological conditions (Figure 4), and 

which affects the characteristics of the cloud layers. Clouds in the Arc of Deforestation grow from drier 

air, given the diminished evapotranspiration rate, and form higher in the atmosphere. As a result, there 20 

are thinner warm layers in the polluted clouds, which reduces the time available for droplets to grow by 

collision-coalescence. Flight AC18 RA2 was characterized by a just slightly higher depth of the warm 

layer compared to the polluted clouds, partly due to the lower altitude of the freezing level. Nevertheless, 

cleaner clouds can present warm layers 1000 m thicker than clouds affected by pollution. 

The vertical profile of the relative humidity (RH) should also be taken into account when comparing 25 

clouds formed over different regions. Figure 4b shows that all clouds measured formed in a surroundingn 
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environment with RH between 60 % and 90 % for their lower 2500 m layer, being higher for forested 

areas compared to the Arc of Deforestation. For 2500 m and above, there was a significant drying of the 

atmosphere for flights AC19M1, AC18 RA2 and AC12AD2. It is not clear if the other flights presented 

similar behavior given the relatively low data coverage for this layer. Regardless, surrounding dry air can 

significantly enhance the entrainment mixing process (Korolev et al., 2016). As pointed out by Freud et 5 

al. (2008), the mixing in Amazonian convective clouds (and also in other regions – Freud et al., 2011) 

tends toward the extreme inhomogeneous mixing case, where the effective droplet diameter Deff presents 

almost no sensitivity to the entrainment. Our result largely corroborates this finding (see Figure 11). It 

should be pointed out, however, that the recent studies by Korolev et al. (2016), Pinsky et al. (2016a), and 

Pinsky et al. (2016b) show that homogeneous and inhomogeneous mixing can be indistinguishable de-10 

pending on meteorological conditions and DSD characteristics when considering the time-dependent 

characteristics of the entrainment process. Mixing processes may have an impact on the shape of the 

DSDs measured, thus affecting displacements in the Gamma phase space. The specific type of mixing 

responsible for it, however, is beyond the scope of this work. 

3.2 Observed trajectories in the Gamma phase space 15 

In this study, we use the Gamma phase space as a means to study DSD variability. As described in Section 

2.3, this space is obtained when the DSD measurements are fitted to Eq. 1, and N0, µ, and Λ are used as 

the dimensions of the 3D subspace. In this space, each point represents one DSD. As the different DSDs 

were obtained close to the cloud top at the time of the cloud development, the ensemble of positions in 

the Gamma phase space can be hypothesized as the evolution of the DSDs of a typical cloud through 20 

stages of its life cycle. The sequential connection of points (here we use cubic spline fits for illustrating 

purposes) can be considered as trajectories describing multiple processes responsible for the DSD varia-

bility observed. The advantage of using this space is that this variability can be readily observed and 

compared between different cloud life cycles with different properties. Given the relations between 

Gamma parameters and DSD properties (Section 2.2), the variability of all cloud microphysical properties 25 

can also be inferred from the points in the trajectories. We limited the analysis regarding cloud DSDs and 
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the Gamma phase space to the regions in which w > 0 in order to capture the developing parts of the 

growing convective elements. 

Figures 5 to 7 show the Gamma phase space for all profiles considered in this study, grouped by region. 

The coloring represents the altitude above cloud base (H), with the 1 Hz measurements shown as small 

markers. Bigger markers represent averages at every 200-m vertical interval with available information. 5 

Curves (or trajectories) represent cubic spline fits to the averaged points. At first glance, it is possible to 

see significant overallstronger differences between the trajectories in the different regions, while internal 

variations are much weaker. Aerosol concentrations seem to be a key factor controlling warm-phase prop-

erties in the Amazon, so the internal similarities can be attributed to similar pollution conditions. On the 

other hand, differences between the regions stem from the different weights of growth processes. Pristine 10 

clouds, like the ones found over the remote Amazon and the coast of the Atlantic Ocean, are characterized 

by faster droplet growth with altitude associated with enhanced collisional growth. In the Gamma space, 

this is seen as diagonally-tilted trajectories in Figures 5 and 6, contrasting with the more vertical trajecto-

ries found in polluted clouds (Figure 7). 

The differences of the DSD variability in each region highlight the relation of growth processes and tra-15 

jectories in the Gamma phase space. From the theory described in Section 2.3, it is expected that colli-

sional growth results in diagonal trajectories where the droplets get progressively bigger with DSD broad-

ening. Pristine clouds over the coast and remote Amazon show such tilting (Figures 5-6), indicating that 

this process is effective in these systems. The more vertically-oriented trajectories of polluted clouds 

(Figure 7) show that there is a different balance between condensational and collisional growth. In terms 20 

of the Gamma phase space characteristics, this can be understood as weaker 𝐹𝑐𝑙
⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ as a result of smaller 

droplets and narrower DSDs. This highlights that the interaction between aerosols and collisional growth 

occurs mainly through changes in the initial DSD (i.e., P1 in Figure 3). For each point in the Gamma 

phase space the collisional pseudo-forces have different intensities and directions, suggesting that a vector 

field can be constructed. This could only be achieved by idealized model experiments, however, where 25 

the updraft speeds can also be prescribed.  

Condensational growth can also be illustrated by some points in Figures 6 and 7. Under polluted condi-

tions, this type of growth is expected to be dominant close to cloud base where the droplets are too small 
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to trigger collision-coalescence. In Figure 7, this is seen in the first 2 or 3 points in the trajectories (dark 

blue colors), where the points evolve to higher µ values with altitude. This results in DSD narrowing and 

almost opposite displacement in the Gamma space compared to collisional growth. This trend is shifted 

when the altitude is reached where collection processes start to become relevant. Another example of 

condensational growth can be seen in Figure 6 at 3000 m. At this point, which is close to the freezing 5 

level, there is a sudden increase in the updrafts (see Tables 2 and 3) and consequently increased conden-

sation rates. The rapid increase in condensational growth, with no significant changes in collision-coales-

cence, tilts the trajectories to a direction similar to that observed close to cloud base in polluted systems. 

The displacement is closer to the horizontal direction (i.e., the plane N0 x µ), because droplets are growing 

concomitantly by collision-coalescence in the cleaner clouds.  10 

The magnitude of the condensational pseudo-force (𝐹𝑐𝑑
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  in Figure 3) also depends on the initial DSD 

characteristics (P1). Condensational growth rates are inversely proportional to droplet size, meaning that 

they get weaker higher in the cloud. The different dependences of 𝐹𝑐𝑑
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  and 𝐹𝑐𝑙

⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ on P1 and their balance 

throughout the warm-phase life cycle ultimately define the cloud trajectory in the phase space. If they can 

be mapped with sufficient resolution, covering different updraft and supersaturation conditions, trajecto-15 

ries may be forecast from a single DSD at cloud base and the evolving thermodynamic conditions. Aero-

sols are a key aspect in this regard because they significantly change the cloud-base-DSD in the Gamma 

space (Figures 5-7) and also affect cloud thermodynamics, impacting condensation rates and conse-

quently latent heat release. Note that clouds subject to similar aerosol conditions have similarities in their 

trajectories represented by small variability along the trajectories of the respective flights (Figures 6-7).  20 

The 𝐹𝑐𝑑
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  and 𝐹𝑐𝑙

⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ tabulation over the Gamma space can potentially be achieved with the help of Lagrangian 

large-eddy-simulation bin-microphysics models that precisely solve the condensation and collection 

equations for varying input DSDs and updraft conditions. Initial DSDs can be obtained from observations 

and analytical considerations. For instance, Pinsky et al. (2012) show an analytical way to obtain the 

maximum supersaturation (which is usually a few meters above cloud base) and the relative droplet con-25 

centration. If Deff behaves adiabatically (Freud et al., 2008; Freud et al., 2011) and is linearly correlated 

to the mean volumetric diameter (Freud and Rosenfeld, 2012), it is possible to estimate the initial DSD 

based on Gamma-DSD equations and adiabatic theory given that the aerosol population is known. The 
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advantage of such approach is that all DSD characteristics, most notably its shape, would be realistically 

represented and there would be no need for fixing or diagnosing (Thompson et al. 2004; Milbrandt and 

Yau 2005; Formenton et al. 2013a, 2013b) Gamma parameters for various hydrometeor types – which 

works for specific applications but may be lacking the physical representation of the processes. This study 

focuses on introducing the Gamma phase space and its characteristics, and further work is needed if new 5 

parameterizations are to be developed. 

3.3 Contrasts between clean and polluted trajectories 

In this section, we focus on flights AC09 RA1 and AC12 AD2 in order to study the differences between 

natural and human-affected clouds in the Gamma space. Figure 8 shows the trajectories of the clouds 

measured during these flights, where the points related to the averaged DSDs are numbered and the cor-10 

responding properties are shown in Tables 2-3. The numbers start at 1 close to cloud base and grow with 

altitude (“p” stands for “polluted”, while “c” is for “clean”). Also presented in Tables 2 and 3 are the 

adiabatic fractions which correspond to the ratio between the observed and adiabatic LWC. Some ob-

served DSDs and their corresponding Gamma DSDs are shown in Figure 9, highlighting different growth 

processes. 15 

It is clear from Figure 8 that clean and polluted clouds cover different regions of the Gamma phase space. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to see that the trajectories can evolve almost in parallel depending on the 

dominant growth process. Polluted clouds have wider DSDs at cloud base because of the tail to lower 

diameters (Figure 9), which brings down the value of μ (see Eq. 9). Given the lower droplet size (Table 

3), condensation is efficient and the trajectories evolve in the overall direction of 𝐹𝑐𝑑
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  illustrated in Figure 20 

3. From point 1p to 2p, Nd and LWC are approximately doubled. Condensational growth seems to be the 

dominant growth process in the polluted clouds up to the point 3p, corresponding to a cloud depth of 600 

m. A similar layer does not exist in cleaner clouds, where there are enough big droplets to readily activate 

the collision-coalescence growth. Collisional growth dominates the DSD shape evolution between points 

1c and 6c for flight AC09 RA1 and between 4p and 7p for AC12AD2. Note that the trajectories are almost 25 

parallel in this region. Condensation is still active in this period given the increasing LWC, but collision-
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coalescence have a comparatively bigger impact on the overall DSD shape. Both sections of the trajecto-

ries represent 1400-m thick layers, but droplet growth and DSD broadening is more efficient in the cleaner 

clouds (Figure 9). This explains the pronounced tilting of its trajectory, consistent with a stronger 𝐹𝑐𝑙
⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ 

pseudo-force. 

Eventually, the trajectories reach a point close to the 0 °C isotherm where the updrafts are enhanced given 5 

the continued latent heat release. This w-enhanced layer can be several hundred meters thick and culmi-

nates in narrower DSDs. This is exemplified between points 7c and 9c and between 8p and 10p. Although 

droplets are still growing by collision-coalescence, the enhanced updrafts increase condensational growth 

sufficiently to produce observable effects on the DSDs. Both trajectories evolve in the condensational 

growth direction, but with slightly different tilting. The tilting is less pronounced in the cleaner clouds 10 

given the stronger 𝐹𝑐𝑙
⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ component. The way in which the DSDs evolve in this region is important for the 

mixed-phase initiation, given that both primary and secondary ice generation depend on the characteristics 

of the liquid droplets. The different properties of the polluted and clean DSDs (see Tables 2 and 3, Figures 

8 and 9) indicate that ice formation may follow distinct pathways. 

Previous studies suggest that droplets bigger than 23 μm at concentrations higher than 1 cm-3 favor sec-15 

ondary ice generation, which was identified as the main mechanism for cloud glaciation (Mossop 1978; 

Saunders and Hosseini 2001; Heymsfield and Willis 2014; Lawson et al. 2015). In order to visualize these 

conditions in the Gamma phase space, it is interesting to consider constant Nd surfaces. These surfaces 

are defined when Nd is fixed in Eq. 6, resulting in a relation of the form Λ = 𝑓(𝑁0, 𝜇) when inverted. 

Examples are shown in Figure 10, where Nd = {10, 100, 1000} cm-3 (axes are rotated for clarity). The 20 

surfaces are evidently parallel and are stacked in relatively close proximity (at the scale used here). The 

trajectories evolve through the surfaces depending on their Nd, where polluted clouds tend toward higher 

droplet concentration (i.e., closer to the red surface). These surfaces can be used to delimit specific regions 

of interest. Additionally, further DSD properties can be analyzed along these surfaces. Figure 10 high-

lights the region of 23 μm < Deff < 50 μm with black lines along the surface of Nd = 10 cm-3. Regarding 25 

cloud DSDs (drizzle droplets are not analyzed here, although they also contribute to ice formation), the 

region delimited by the black lines for the different surfaces of constant Nd can be interpreted as the most 

favorable for secondary ice generation, thus indicating a quick glaciation process. Note that the trajectory 
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of the cleaner clouds enters this region while in the w-enhanced layer mentioned previously, which cor-

responds to the transition to temperatures below 0 °C. Polluted clouds are able to produce high droplet 

number concentrations, but their smaller droplet size means that they are out of the delimited region. More 

details about the transition to the mixed phase are given in the next section. 

The observation of constant Nd surfaces poses an interesting question for parameterizations. In existing 5 

two moment schemes, both Nd and LWC are predicted. For each pair of such properties, it is possible to 

define two surfaces (with constant Nd and LWC, respectively) based on Eqs. 6 and 7. These surfaces 

intersect, defining a curve where both properties are conserved. In this curve, the mean volumetric diam-

eter (proportional to the ratio between LWC and Nd) is also constant. Based on the limited information 

provided by the model (only two moments for three Gamma parameters), this curve represents the infinite 10 

DSD solutions for the undetermined equation system. A good parameterization scheme should be able to 

choose one of the DSDs that best fits observations. Given the undetermined equation system, other con-

siderations have to be made. 

One parameter that varies along the infinite DSD solution curve is the relative dispersion ε. If ε is calcu-

lated from theoretical considerations or provided by observationscan be constrained in the model, it 15 

should be possible to obtain the full Gamma DSD – which is the point in the intersection curve that 

presents the given ε. The advantage of relying on ε is that it has low variability between clean and polluted 

clouds and its average is almost constant with altitude. Tas et al. (2015) studied the relative dispersion 

parameter in detail, noting that averaged values for ε were independent of Nd, LWC, or height but its 

variability is significantly lower for the most adiabatic portions of the cloud (notably its updraft core). 20 

For precise parameterizations, ε variability should be taken into account at regions with relatively low Nd 

and LWC, but averaged values may be considered for the updraft cores. Our observations show that ε is 

slightly higher in polluted Amazonian clouds compared to the ones measured over remote regions mainly 

because of their reduced droplet size (Tables 2 and 3). This can be considered to produce slight corrections 

to ε based on CCN number concentrations. 25 
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3.4 Observations of the mixed phase formation 

The Gamma phase space provides an insightful way to study the formation of the mixed phase by provid-

ing the history of the warm phase development as a trajectory. Liquid cloud droplet properties are im-

portant for the glaciation process because they determine the probability of contacting ice nucleiating 

particles (INPs) and the conditions for secondary generation. As shown in the previous sections, different 5 

aerosol and thermodynamic conditions alter warm phase characteristics and can thus impact the early 

formation of ice in the clouds. 

Figure 11 shows vertical profiles of Nd, LWC, Deff, and ε for clouds subject to background and polluted 

conditions (flights AC09 RA1 and AC12AD2, respectively). It shows the different microphysical prop-

erties (1 Hz) of the clouds associated with the trajectories presented in Figures 8 to 10 (w > 0). It shows 10 

that droplet concentrations are much higher in polluted clouds, which are not depleted with altitude as 

much as cleaner clouds (Figure 11a, b). The lower effective diameter for clouds over the Arc of Defor-

estation may contribute to enhanced evaporation, leading to lower adiabatic fractions. As commented in 

the previous section, ε shows small variations between the flights and do not change much with altitude. 

The properties of the DSDs around the 0 °C level in Figure 11 are a significant feature regarding the 15 

mixed phase formation. Note that cleaner clouds have a sudden change in behavior right above the freez-

ing level. At this point, there is a fast decrease in LWC, with higher variability in both Deff and ε. This 

suggests that ice processes have been triggered, disrupting the smooth evolution observed in the warm 

phase. In polluted clouds, this transition takes place at considerably different DSD properties. Averaged 

Nd reaches values above 1000 cm-3 (compared to 50 cm-3 in cleaner clouds) with very strong updrafts, 20 

bringing LWC closer to adiabaticity. However, no significant variability was observed for Deff, suggesting 

that most of the water is still in condensed state. 

In order to further detail the characteristics of the hydrometeors in the transition from warm to mixed 

phase, we analyzed the sphericity criteria obtained by the NIXE-CAPS probe (Costa et al., 2017). The 

methodology developed by Costa et al. (2017) indicates whether each individual 1 Hz measurement con-25 

tained some aspherical hydrometeors or not. This criterion can be used to indicate whether the hydrome-

teors are liquid (spherical), mixed (spherical and aspherical), or frozen (aspherical). By combining all 
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measurements for clouds over the remote Amazon (AC09 RA1 and AC18RA2) and the Arc of Deforesta-

tion (AC07AD1, AC12 AD2 and AC13AD3), we obtained the results shown in Figure 12. 

The classifications shown in Figure 12 separate the volumes probed as containing only spherical hydro-

meteors (“Sph (liquid)”) or if there are also aspherical particles too. In that case, the data are further 

divided into containing both small (D < 50 µm) spherical and large aspherical (D > 50 µm) – “Asph small 5 

(mixed phase)” – or if there are only large (D > 50 µm) aspherical particles – “Asph large (ice)”. It is 

possible to observe that close to cloud base most of the hydrometeors were detected as spherical for both 

regions, which is expected given that it is the warmest layer of the cloud. However, higher in the clouds 

the distribution of the classifications become different. The amount of measurements with aspherical par-

ticles increases relatively fast for the cleaner clouds, being higher than 90% at the layer around 0 °C. For 10 

polluted clouds, on the other hand, almost half of the measurements contained exclusively spherical hy-

drometeors at this level. Exclusively spherical hydrometeors persisted with a frequency of ~20 % down 

to temperatures of -15 °C. This is in line with previous studies that found supercooled droplets high into 

continental convective systems (Rosenfeld and Woodley, 2000; Rosenfeld et al., 2008). Our results show 

that the persistence of supercooled droplets in Amazonian clouds is more likely under polluted conditions. 15 

The characteristics of the cloud warm layer determine the properties of the liquid DSDs close to the 0 °C 

level and should have a determining role in the glaciation initiation. Our measurements show that clean 

clouds can produce droplets roughly twice the size of the ones found in polluted systems at this layer, at 

95 % lower droplet concentrations (Tables 2 and 3). Bigger droplets are not only more likely to interact 

with INPs and glaciate by immersion or contact freezing, but may also trigger a cascading effect through 20 

secondary ice generation (Heymsfield and Willis, 2014; Lawson et al., 2015). This process is able to 

quickly glaciate the cloud, which fits the results shown in Figure 12. Beyond the DSD bulk properties, 

the Gamma phase space can also provide more information regarding the kind of DSD that enables or 

inhibits the glaciation process. In the present study, we have only a few examples to compare warm- and 

mixed-phase characteristics, but it is clear that it is possible to correlate some regions of the phase space 25 

with the characteristics of the ice initiation. Detailed model experiments would greatly enrich this discus-

sion by providing control over the liquid DSD properties and the resulting formation of the mixed layer. 
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More specifically, it would be invaluable to study the impacts of the properties of DSDs at cloud base 

and at the 0 °C isotherm on the primary and secondary ice production. 

4 Concluding remarks 

Despite being widely adopted in many modeling and remote sensing applications, there is almost no study 

analyzing the evolution of cloud droplet size distributions in Gamma phase space. Here, we introduce this 5 

visualization, defined by the intercept, shape, and curvature of the Gamma curve, which is parameterized 

by obtaining the moments of order zero, two, and three. We show that trajectories in the space are related 

to DSD evolution and are linked to microphysical processes taking place inside the cloud. These processes 

can be understood as pseudo-forces in the phase space.  

Measurements over the Amazon during the ACRIDICON-CHUVA and GoAmazon2014/5 campaigns 10 

show that it is possible to relate the direction of the pseudo-forces to different DSD growth processes. 

Cloud layers with strong updrafts and consequently relatively strong condensational growth showed that 

this process induces displacements in the direction of high shape and curvature parameters. This tendency 

is accompanied by DSD narrowing, consistent with condensational growth theory. On the other hand, 

collision-coalescence, observable in clean clouds over the Amazon, favors displacements in roughly the 15 

opposite direction. Observed displacements in the warm phase may be interpreted as a combination of 

both pseudo-forces. 

The Gamma phase space can also be used as a diagnostic tool for cloud evolution. By studying the dis-

placements in the warm phase, it is possible to determine regions that favor, for instance, cloud glaciation. 

Previous studies have identified cloud conditions that favor rapid secondary ice generation, which can be 20 

translated into the phase space. We show that clean clouds over the Amazon evolve into the region that 

favors secondary ice generation because of the enhanced collisional growth. Droplets in polluted clouds 

take much longer to grow by warm processes and they cross 0 °C long before reaching the region favor-

able for glaciation. This leads to the persistence of supercooled droplets higher in the clouds, which in-

teract with other ice processes including sublimation to produce big ice particles through the Wegener-25 

Bergeron-Findeisen mechanism. In this regard, the Gamma phase space approach proves to be an inter-

esting tool to analyze the relation between warm microphysics and the evolution of the mixed phase. 
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More studies are encouraged in that direction, especially in modeling scenarios given the difficulties in 

the prediction of mixed phase processes. 

We propose that the Gamma space can be used to both evaluate current parameterization and steer the 

development of new ones. The results presented here show that different types of clouds have different 

trajectories through the Gamma phase space. The aerosol effect seems to play a major role in the trajec-5 

tories of the warm layer. The ability of current parameterizations to reproduce such aspects can be tested 

in the phase space, where artificially produced DSDs would be apparent. For new two-moment parame-

terizations, the Gamma space can be used to constrain the DSD from the given droplet concentration and 

liquid water content. For each pair of these properties, the possible DSD solutions lie on a curve in the 

Gamma space where the main differentiating factor is the distribution relative dispersion. Observations 10 

such as the ones shown here and in previous studies can be used to find the appropriate relative dispersion 

value to find the optimal solution. Additionally, precise bin microphysics simulations can be used in order 

to produce full condensational and collisional pseudo-force fields in the space. The fields would be de-

pendent on the evolution of properties such as aerosol concentration, updraft speed, and supersaturation 

conditions. With such a tabulation, bulk microphysical models would only need to predict the initial DSD 15 

close to cloud base and the rest would be determined by the pseudo-force fields. 

This paper shows just an initial view of potential applications of the Gamma space. Future efforts are 

encouraged in order to test its efficiency and adequacy. Currently, we are performing bin microphysics 

simulations in a column model to compare different closures in bulk schemes. Additionally, we are in the 

process of testing the use of the Gamma space in a nowcasting scenario based on dual-polarization radar 20 

retrievals. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1: Profile locations and trajectories of interest to this study. The ACRIDICON-CHUVA research 25 

flights were labeled chronologically from AC07 to AC20. The labels in the figure reflect the respective 
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flights where the cloud profiling section took place. The colors represent the different regions: green for 

remote Amazon, blue for near the Atlantic coast, and red for the Arc of Deforestation (different shades 

for clarity). 

Figure 2: GOES-13 visible images for flights (a) AC19M1, (b) AC09RA1, (c) AC18RA2, (d) AC07AD1, 

(e) AC12 AD2 and (f) AC13AD3. Images are approximately 1 hour after the profile start time. 5 

Figure 3: Conceptual drawing of the properties of the Gamma phase space in the warm layer of the 

clouds. The dotted gray line represents one trajectory through the phase space, representing the DSD 

evolution. P1 is one DSD that grows by condensation and collision-coalescence to reach P2. The displace-

ment represented by the pseudo-force F⃗  is decomposed into two components - Fcd
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  (condensational 

pseudo-force) and Fcl
⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ (collisional pseudo-force). Also shown are the two DSDs representative of points 10 

P1 and P2. 

Figure 4: Average vertical profiles of potential temperature (a) and relative humidity (b) for flights over 

the Atlantic coast, remote Amazon, and Arc of Deforestation. The markers in the left vertical axis in (a) 

represent the altitude of the 0 °C isotherm for the different flights. Altitudes are relative to cloud base (H, 

negative values are below clouds). θ and RH are calculated as averages of level flight legs outside clouds. 15 

Figure 5: Gamma phase space for flight AC19 M1 over the coastal region. Small markers represent 1 Hz 

data, while bigger ones are averages for 200 m vertical intervals. The continuous black line represents a 

cubic spline fit for the averaged DSDs to illustrate its mean evolution. Altitudes are relative to cloud base 

(H). 

Figure 6: Similar to Figure 5, but for flights AC09 RA1 and AC18 RA2 over the remote Amazon. 20 

Figure 7: Similar to Figure 5, but for flights AC07AD1, AC12 AD2 and AC13 AD3 over the Arc of 

Deforestation. 

Figure 8: Observed trajectories for the clouds measured over the remote Amazon during flight AC09 

RA1 (continuous line) and over the Arc of Deforestation during flight AC12 AD2 (dashed line). The 

numbers shown close to the observed trajectories start at 1 at cloud base and grow with altitude (the 25 

respective markers are colored according do altitude above cloud base, H). Their respective properties are 

presented in Tables 2 and 3. 
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Figure 9: Averaged DSDs and their respective Gamma fittings for some points in the trajectories of 

clouds measured over (a) the remote Amazon (flight AC09RA1) and (b) the Arc of Deforestation (flight 

AC12AD2). 

Figure 10: Surfaces of constant Nd as calculated by the inversion of Eq. 6. The trajectories for the clouds 

measured during flights AC09 RA1 (blue) and AC12 AD2 (red) are also shown. Note that the axes are 5 

rotated for clarity. 

Figure 11: Vertical profiles of the 1 Hz measurements of Nd, LWC, Deff and ε for background clouds over 

the remote Amazon (a, c, e, g) and polluted clouds over the Arc of Deforestation (b, d, f, h). Updraft 

speeds are colored in log scale, corresponding to 0.1 ≤ w ≤ 5 m s-1. Horizontal black lines mark the 0 

°C level. Magenta curves in (c) and (d) are the adiabatic water content profiles. H is relative to cloud base 10 

altitude. 

Figure 12: Frequency of occurrence of NIXE-CAPS sphericity classifications for (a) the remote Amazon 

and (b) the Arc of Deforestation. “Sph (liquid)” stands for many only spherical (D < 50 µm) and predom-

inantly spherical (D > 50 µm) hydrometeors, “Asph small (mixed phase)” for many predominantly spher-

ical (D < 50 µm) and only aspherical (D > 50 µm) hydrometeors, and “Asph large (ice)” for only very 15 

few aspherical (D < 50 µm) and only aspherical (D > 50 µm) hydrometeors. Temperatures shown on the 

x-axis are the center for 6 °C intervals, which corresponds to roughly 1-km-thick layers. 

Table captions 

Table 1: General characteristics of the cloud profiling missions of interest to this study: condensation 

nuclei (NCN) and CCN concentrations (NCCN, with S = 0.48% ± 0.033%), cloud base and 0 °C isotherm 20 

altitude (Hbase and H0°C, respectively), start and end time and total number of DSDs collected. The data 

are limited to the lower 6 km of the clouds. The unit for NCN and NCCN is cm-3 and the unit for altitudes is 

in m. Profile start and end are given in local time. The names in the third column have the following 

meaning: M1 – Maritime 1; RA1 and RA2 – Remote Amazon 1 and Remote Amazon 2; AD1, AD2, and 

AD3 – Arc of Deforestation 1, Arc of Deforestation 2, and Arc of Deforestation 3. 25 
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Table 2: Properties of the points highlighted in Figure 8 for flight AC09RA1. H is shown as the average 

of each of the 200-m vertical bins. The adiabatic fraction is defined as the ratio between the observed and 

adiabatic LWC. Adiabatic values for Nd, LWC and ε are shown below the respective observed quantities. 

Table 3: Properties of the points highlighted in Figure 8 for flight AC12AD2. H is shown as the average 

of each of the 200-m vertical bins. The adiabatic fraction is defined as the ratio between the observed and 5 

adiabatic LWC. Adiabatic values for Nd, LWC and ε are shown below the respective observed quantities. 
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Tables 

Table 1: General characteristics of the cloud profiling missions of interest to this study: condensation 

nuclei (NCN) and CCN concentrations (NCCN, with S = 0.48% ± 0.033%), cloud base and 0 °C isotherm 

altitude (Hbase and H0°C, respectively), start and end time and total number of DSDs collected. The data 

are limited to the lower 6 km of the clouds. The unit for NCN and NCCN is cm-3 and the unit for altitudes is 25 

in m. Profile start and end are given in local time. The names in the third column have the following 
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meaning: M1 – Maritime 1; RA1 and RA2 – Remote Amazon 1 and Remote Amazon 2; AD1, AD2, and 

AD3 – Arc of Deforestation 1, Arc of Deforestation 2, and Arc of Deforestation 3. 

Region Flight 
Name 

(this study) 

NCN 

(cm-3) 

NCCN 

(cm-3) 

Hbase 

(m) 

H0°C 

(m) 
Start End # DSDs 

Atlantic Coast AC19 M1 465 119 550 4651 13:17 14:57 630 

Remote 

Amazon 

AC09 RA1 821 372 1125 4823 11:30 14:21 665 

AC18 RA2 744 408 1650 4757 12:32 14:14 397 

Arc of Deforestation 

 

AC07 AD1 2498 1579 1850 4848 13:49 17:16 674 

AC12 AD2 3057 2017 2140 4938 12:55 15:16 381 

AC13 AD3 4093 2263 2135 4865 12:46 15:36 204 
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Table 2: Properties of the points highlighted in Figure 8 for flight AC09RA1. H is shown as the average 

of each of the 200-m vertical bins. The adiabatic fraction is defined as the ratio between the observed and 15 

adiabatic LWC. Adiabatic values for Nd, LWC and ε are shown below the respective observed quantities. 

Point H Nd LWC ε Deff T UR w Adiabatic fraction 

Formatado: Fonte: Não Itálico
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(m) (cm-3) (g m-3) (µm) (°C) (%) (m s-1) 

1c 100 214 0.079 0.19 9.2 19.9 81 0.84 0.31 

2c 300 238 0.15 0.22 11.1 18.6 82 0.91 0.22 

3c 500 218 0.25 0.24 13.8 17.5 83 1.43 0.30 

4c 700 227 0.34 0.28 15.2 16.6 77 1.41 0.28 

5c 1100 245 0.61 0.27 18.0 13.6 85 1.13 0.31 

6c 1300 284 0.79 0.29 18.9 12.0 80 1.03 0.34 

7c 1700 231 0.79 0.28 20.1 10.6 71 1.49 0.28 

8c 2300 187 1.21 0.27 24.7 7.1 78 1.66 0.34 

9c 3100 233 1.95 0.22 26.4 3.5 64 2.79 0.47 

10c 3900 54 0.61 0.34 30.9 -1.2 39 1.08 0.13 

11c 4100 49 0.31 0.36 25.6 -1.8 61 0.31 0.065 

12c 4700 36 0.26 0.47 28.6 -4.8 67 1.30 0.053 

13c 5300 39 0.42 0.40 31.4 -8.1 26 2.39 0.083 

14c 5900 30 0.16 0.48 26.4 -11.4 33 3.27 0.032 
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Table 3: Properties of the points highlighted in Figure 8 for flight AC12AD2. H is shown as the average 

of each of the 200-m vertical bins. The adiabatic fraction is defined as the ratio between the observed and 

adiabatic LWC. Adiabatic values for Nd, LWC and ε are shown below the respective observed quantities. 
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Point 
H 

(m) 

Nd 

(cm-3) 

LWC 

(g m-3) 
ε 

Deff 

(µm) 

T 

(°C) 

UR 

(%) 

w 

(m s-1) 
Adiabatic fraction 

1p 100 528 0.11 0.37 8.4 16.3 72 1.17 0.59 

2p 300 960 0.27 0.31 8.8 15.5 64 1.02 0.72 

3p 500 634 0.21 0.28 9.2 14.7 58 1.28 0.29 

4p 700 597 0.29 0.27 10.4 12.4 59 0.57 0.24 

5p 1300 543 0.34 0.29 11.5 6.9 65 1.13 0.15 

6p 1900 1066 1.12 0.29 13.7 2.6 69 0.74 0.38 

7p 2100 874 0.75 0.31 12.8 2.4 62 2.89 0.26 

8p 2700 477 0.62 0.32 14.8 0.4 8 1.62 0.17 

9p 2900 1271 1.95 0.32 15.7 0.2 5 9.36 0.52 

10p 3300 1024 1.78 0.24 15.7 -1.5 3 5.68 0.44 

11p 3700 137 0.25 0.24 16.0 -3.6 4 0.26 0.06 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1: Profile locations and trajectories of interest to this study. The ACRIDICON-CHUVA research 

flights were labeled chronologically from AC07 to AC20. The labels in the figure reflect the respective 

flights where the cloud profiling section took place. The colors represent the different regions: green for 5 

remote Amazon, blue for near the Atlantic coast, and red for the Arc of Deforestation (different shades 

for clarity).  
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Figure 2: GOES-13 visible images for flights (a) AC19M1, (b) AC09RA1, (c) AC18RA2, (d) AC07AD1, 

(e) AC12 AD2 and (f) AC13AD3. Images are approximately 1 hour after the profile start time. 
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Figure 3: Conceptual drawing of the properties of the Gamma phase space in the warm layer of the 

clouds. The dotted gray line represents one trajectory through the phase space, representing the DSD 

evolution. P1 is one DSD that grows by condensation and collision-coalescence to reach P2. The displace-

ment represented by the pseudo-force F⃗  is decomposed into two components - Fcd
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  (condensational 5 

pseudo-force) and Fcl
⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ (collisional pseudo-force). Also shown are the two DSDs representative of points 

P1 and P2. 
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Figure 4: Average vertical profiles of potential temperature (a) and relative humidity (b) for flights over 

the Atlantic coast, remote Amazon, and Arc of Deforestation. The markers in the left vertical axis in (a) 

represent the altitude of the 0 °C isotherm for the different flights. Altitudes are relative to cloud base (H, 

negative values are below clouds). θ and RH are calculated as averages of level flight legs outside clouds. 5 
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Figure 5: Gamma phase space for flight AC19 M1 over the coastal region. Small markers represent 1 Hz 

data, while bigger ones are averages for 200 m vertical intervals. The continuous black line represents a 

cubic spline fit for the averaged DSDs to illustrate its mean evolution. Dashed lines represent its projec-

tions in the three planes. Altitudes are relative to cloud base (H). 5 
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Figure 6: Similar to Figure 5, but for flights AC09 RA1 and AC18 RA2 over the remote Amazon. 

Formatado: Português (Brasil)
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Figure 7: Similar to Figure 5, but for flights AC07AD1, AC12 AD2 and AC13 AD3 over the Arc of 

Deforestation. 
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Figure 8: Observed trajectories for the clouds measured over the remote Amazon during flight AC09 

RA1 (continuous line) and over the Arc of Deforestation during flight AC12 AD2 (dashed line). The 

numbers shown close to the observed trajectories start at 1 at cloud base and grow with altitude (the 

respective markers are colored according do altitude above cloud base, H). Their respective properties are 5 

presented in Tables 2 and 3. 
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Figure 9: Averaged DSDs and their respective Gamma fittings for some points in the trajectories of 

clouds measured over (a) the remote Amazon (flight AC09RA1) and (b) the Arc of Deforestation (flight 

AC12AD2). 
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Figure 10: Surfaces of constant Nd as calculated by the inversion of Eq. 6. The trajectories for the clouds 

measured during flights AC09 RA1 (blue) and AC12 AD2 (red) are also shown. Note that the axes are 

rotated for clarity. 
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Figure 11: Vertical profiles of the 1 Hz measurements of Nd, LWC, Deff and ε for background clouds over 

the remote Amazon (a, c, e, g) and polluted clouds over the Arc of Deforestation (b, d, f, h). Updraft 

speeds are colored in log scale, corresponding to 0.1 ≤ w ≤ 5 m s-1. Horizontal black lines mark the 0 
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°C level. Magenta curves in (c) and (d) are the adiabatic water content profiles. H is relative to cloud base 

altitude. 

 

Figure 12: Frequency of occurrence of NIXE-CAPS sphericity classifications for (a) the remote Amazon 

and (b) the Arc of Deforestation. “Sph (liquid)” stands for many only spherical (D < 50 µm) and predom-5 

inantly spherical (D > 50 µm) hydrometeors, “Asph small (mixed phase)” for many predominantly spher-

ical (D < 50 µm) and only aspherical (D > 50 µm) hydrometeors, and “Asph large (ice)” for only very 

few aspherical (D < 50 µm) and only aspherical (D > 50 µm) hydrometeors. Temperatures shown on the 

x-axis are the center for 6 °C intervals, which corresponds to roughly 1-km-thick layers. 


